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Operation Guide
Constraints and Limits
：

Last updated 2022-12-02 12:04:26
TencentDB for SQL Server only offers instances with attached licenses. When an instance is created, it is licensed
with the appropriate Microsoft SQL Server edition. You cannot bring your own license.
In order to ensure the stability and security of instances, TencentDB for SQL Server has certain restrictions on usage
as detailed below.
TencentDB for SQL Server is available in three editions: Basic, Dual-Server High Availability, and Cluster, each with
its own set of features. For more information, see Features and Differences.

：

Note

If you have other questions about usage restrictions, submit a ticket for assistance.

Feature

Cluster
Edition

Dual-Server High
Availability Edition

Basic
Edition
2008 R2
Enterprise

Database version

2017
Enterprise
2019
Enterprise

2008 R2 Enterprise
2012
Standard/Enterprise
2014
Standard/Enterprise
2016
Standard/Enterprise

2012
Enterprise
2014
Enterprise
2016
Enterprise
2017
Enterprise
2019
Enterprise

Maximum number of databases (subject to the number of
instance CPU cores as described in Constraints and
Limits)

2017: 340
2019: 340

2008 R2: 70
2012/2014/2016:

400

300

Maximum number of database accounts

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Database creation

Supported

Supported

Supported
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Cluster

Dual-Server High

Basic

Edition

Availability Edition

Edition

User/Login account creation and deletion

Supported

Supported

Supported

SA account creation

Not
supported

Not supported

Supported

Database authorization

Supported

Supported

Supported

Database-level DDL trigger

Supported

Supported

Supported

Thread killing permission

Supported

Supported

Supported

SQL profiler

Supported

Supported

Supported

Pub/Sub

Supported

Supported

Not
supported

Not supported

Supported

Feature

Optimization advisor

Linked server

Not
supported

Supported only in Tencent Cloud private
network
Not supported between other clouds/self-built
environments and Tencent Cloud
Supported only in Tencent Cloud private

Distributed transaction

network
Not supported between other clouds/self-built
environments and Tencent Cloud

Change data capture (CDC)

Supported

Supported

Supported

Change tracking (CT)

Supported

Supported

Supported

Windows domain account login

Mailing
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS)
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Feature

Cluster
Edition

Dual-Server High
Availability Edition

Basic
Edition

SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)

Not
supported

Not supported

Not
supported

R language service

Not
supported

Not supported

Not
supported

Common Language Runtime (CLR) integration

Async messaging

Policy management

Not
supported
Not
supported
Not
supported

Not supported

Not supported

Not supported

Not
supported
Not
supported
Not
supported

Database quantity

：

Note

In a High Availability or Cluster Edition instance, if you use the default value of 0 for the max worker
threads parameter, you cannot create more than 100 databases. To create more databases, you must
set this parameter to 20,000 as instructed in Setting Instance Parameters.
If the instance only has one CPU core, we recommend that you keep the database limit at 70 to guarantee
instance stability.

SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise instances don't support lifting the database quantity limit, which is 70. The limit in
other SQL Server instances is subject to the number of instance CPU cores as calculated below:
High Availability Edition
2012 Standard/Enterprise
2014 Standard/Enterprise
2016 Standard/Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:
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Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it to one decimal place, multiply the result by 40, and add
the product to 80 to get the value X. The smaller value between X and 300 is the maximum number of databases.
For example, you can create up to 160 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2014 Enterprise instance.
Cluster Edition
2017 Enterprise
2019 Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:

Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it to one decimal place, multiply the result by 40, and add
the product to 120 to get the value Y. The smaller value between Y and 340 is the maximum number of databases.
For example, you can create up to 200 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2017 Enterprise instance.
Basic Edition
2008 R2 Enterprise
2012 Enterprise
2014 Enterprise
2016 Enterprise
2017 Enterprise
2019 Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:

Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it down to the nearest integer, and multiply the result by 100
to get the value N. The smaller value between N and 400 is the maximum number of databases. For example, you
can create up to 200 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2017 Enterprise instance.
Table of instance CPU core quantity and corresponding maximum database quantity
Maximum number of databases in Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition
Maximum number of databases in Basic Edition

CPU Cores

Dual-Server High Availability Edition

Cluster Edition

1

70

70

2

136

176
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CPU Cores

Dual-Server High Availability Edition

Cluster Edition

4

160

200

8

193

233

12

218

258

16

240

280

24

275

315

32

300

340

48

300

340

64

300

340

96

300

340
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Usage Specifications and Suggestions
：

Last updated 2022-07-22 14:58:48
This document describes the usage specifications and suggestions for TencentDB for SQL Server.

Purpose
To standardize the management and maintenance of TencentDB for SQL Server to avoid unavailability and other
issues caused by improper operations.
To provide guidance for database developers on how to write SQL statements to ensure optimal performance of
TencentDB for SQL Server.

Suggestions for Instance Specification
Do not use instances with the 1-core specification in the production environment, which is suitable for feature
testing only.
Use instances with the 2-core or higher specification in the production environment. As SQL Server runs on
Windows, the engine and the system require many resources. Therefore, the 1-core specification isn't suitable for
sustaining the production business, and problems such as low system memory and system lags may occur after
long-time operations on this specification.

Suggestions for Instance Selection
Use Dual-Server High Availability or Cluster Edition primary/replica instances. Compared with a Basic Edition
single-node instance, such instances can greatly improve the availability and reliability of the production business.
If your business has only a small number of write requests but a large number of read requests and you need to add
read-only instances, use SQL Server 2017/2019 Enterprise Cluster Edition to sync data more efficiently and stably.
Select multi-AZ deployment for Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition instances to implement AZ-level
disaster recovery.

Suggestions for Database Connection
Use ip,port to connect to a TencentDB for SQL Server instance. Note that the IP and port are separated by a
comma.
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Do not use the server name for connection. Your application should better have a reconnection mechanism for
database connection, so it can reconnect to databases in time through retries in case of database failure or
disconnection.

Permission Management Specifications
To ensure the stability and security, permission restrictions are imposed on sysadmin and shutdown in
TencentDB for SQL Server. The following errors may occur when you run certain statements:
User does not have permission to perform this action.
You do not have permission to run the RECONFIGURE statement.
Solution: Modify parameters, manage databases and users, and restore backups in the console.
Grant permissions on demand. It is sufficient to grant general applications the read/write permissions of specified
databases.
Grant permission to users of general applications at the database level.
Allow authorized users to access TencentDB for MySQL only from specific IPs or IP ranges. This can be achieved
by configuring security groups in the console as prompted.
Separate management, development, and application accounts. Avoid using admin accounts for development or
business operations.

Daily Operation Specifications and Suggestions
For performance considerations, we recommend you create databases in a TencentDB for SQL Server instance
within the following limits:
Basic Edition: The number of databases that can be created is unlimited theoretically, but we recommend you keep
it below 100.
Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition: The number of databases that can be created is limited in the
console. We recommend you keep it below 70.
The number of databases that a single instance can sustain is subject to the instance specifications. If there are too
many databases, the instance performance will drop, and more resources such as worker threads will be used. If
the limit on the number of created instances is exceeded, primary/replica sync exceptions may occur.
The database name can contain up to 64 digits, letters, and underscores.
For enhanced instance security, do not use weak passwords. Perform account and database management
operations in the console in general cases.
For login over the private network, make sure that the CVM instance of the client and the TencentDB for SQL
Server instance are in the same VPC in the same region under the same account.
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Applications should not rely on sysadmin permissions to use databases. Accounts with the sysadmin role
have the super admin permissions. If they are used improperly, the database security and stability will be
compromised. Therefore, TencentDB doesn't open up the super admin permissions by default.
Check the database size and shrink databases promptly. If a database is used for a long time, the used physical
space may not be released in time, and you need to shrink the database to release such space. Check the log file
size and physical file size frequently, so that you can shrink databases during off-peak hours when you find that the
file size increases rapidly.
After long-term operations, instances may suffer from a performance drop. Therefore, restart instances at least
once every three months during off-peak hours.
Do not create tables or write data in system databases. Store data in created custom databases. Although
permissions to use system databases are opened up, any data stored in system databases is insecure.
Do not set databases to the single-user mode. In this mode, only one session is allowed to access databases,
causing TencentDB Ops problems. If the single-user mode is set, change back to the multi-user mode promptly.
Extended events are used for slow log collection. This is a lightweight tracking method and basically has no impact
on instances.
Reindex database regularly. After a database runs for a long time, it may generate many index fragments, which
compromise the database access performance. Therefore, you need to regularly reindex databases by creating
SQL agent jobs, preferably once every month.
Update the statistics regularly by creating SQL agent jobs, preferably once every week. This helps guarantee the
performance.
Set the maximum concurrency, which determines the business CPU utilization.
Perform backup and restoration operations through the console or APIs rather than SSMS or SQL statements. For
more information on backup and restoration methods and database migration to the cloud, see Cold Backup
Migration.
Do not set the database recovery model to simple model. Use the full model instead.
If the simple recovery model is used, incremental backup won't be implemented on the database, so the database
cannot be restored to the specified time point.
For Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition instances, after you set the database recovery model to simple
model, the database cannot establish replication relationships and thus cannot support primary/replica switch or
specification change.
Therefore, use the simple recovery model with caution.
Avoid performing DDL operations during peak hours.
Avoid performing batch operations during peak hours. To delete an entire table, use TRUNCATE or DROP
during off-peak hours.
Avoid running an instance for multiple businesses so as to minimize the risk of mutual interference between
businesses due to high coupling.
Avoid using automatic transaction committing and develop a habit of using begin tran; for online operations,
which helps minimize the risk of data loss caused by maloperations. In case of a maloperation, you can use the
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rollback feature of TencentDB for SQL Server for data restoration. After a transaction begins, commit it in time to
avoid instance blocking.
Perform database operations in the console rather than on the SSMS client.
Estimate the resources required in advance and optimize the instances for promotional campaigns of your
business. In case of a great demand for resources, contact your Tencent Cloud rep timely.

Suggestions for Using DTS for Database Migration
Check the following before migrating a database to the cloud:
Version numbers of source and target databases. The target database must be on a version later than or equal to
the source database. For example, if the source database is on v2016, the target database can only be on v2016,
v2017, or v2019.
Architecture versions of source and target databases. If the source instance is a self-built database in a local IDC,
CVM instance, or cloud server in another cloud vendor, or is a cloud SQL Server instance in another cloud vendor,
you can migrate it to a TencentDB for SQL Server Basic/Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition instance on
any architecture version. If the source instance is a TencentDB for SQL Server Dual-Server High
Availability/Cluster Edition instance, it cannot be migrated to a Basic Edition instance through DTS. If the source
instance is a TencentDB for SQL Server Basic Edition instance, it can be migrated to a Dual-Server High
Availability/Cluster Edition instance through DTS.
Network connectivity between source and target databases. The source and target databases must be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound bandwidth; otherwise, the migration
efficiency will be affected.
Names of source and target databases. The source and target instances cannot have databases with the same
name.
Account permissions of the source database. You need to change to "local" for SQL service startup in the source
database. The source database account is unrestricted but needs to have the sysadmin permissions.
Account permissions of the target database. The target database needs to have an account with admin
permissions for migration.
Ports of the source database. The source database needs to open port 1433, and the service where the source
database is located must open the file sharing port 445 for Windows server sharing.
Recovery model of the source database. The source database must be set to "full recovery model", and we
recommend you make a full backup before migration.
Local disk space of the source database. The local disk space of the source database must be large enough, so
that the remaining free space can fit the size of the database to be migrated.
Disk space of the target database. The disk space of the target database must be at least 1.5 times the size of the
source database.
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Status of the target database. The target database cannot have access requests or active businesses; otherwise,
the migration will fail.
You need to keep the following operation limits in mind when migrating data to the cloud:
Only one migration task can be initiated at any time for the same source instance.
Only database-level migration is supported (i.e., all objects in the database must be migrated together), while
single-table migration is not supported.
Logins, jobs, triggers, and database links (link server) at the instance level cannot be migrated.
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and target
databases and port numbers during migration; otherwise, the migration task will fail.
Do not perform transaction log backup during incremental sync; otherwise, the transaction log will be truncated and
become discontinuous.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
For full + incremental data migration, after you click Complete and the task status becomes Completed, do not
write new data to the source database. We recommend you stop writing for two minutes; otherwise, the data in the
source and target databases may be inconsistent.
Check the following after migrating data to the cloud:
Permission completeness. Permissions will affect operations performed on the database. The migration only
restores data. To restore other service-level permissions, such as database users and login usernames, you need
to create them again and associate them with database accounts.
Reindexing. As the physical environment of the data files changes, database indexes will become invalid, and you
need to create indexes again; otherwise, the database performance may be significantly compromised.
Instance-level objects such as logins, jobs, triggers, and database links (link server). You need to create them
again after the migration is completed.

Database and Table Design Specifications
Notes
TencentDB for SQL Server versions earlier than 2014 don't support memory-optimized tables. If you need to use
this type of tables, we recommend you use TencentDB for Redis and Memcached.
Follow the third normal form (3NF) when creating tables and specify the primary key for each table. Even if you
can't select an appropriate column as the primary key, you still need to select one.
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Define fields as NOT NULL and set default values. NULL fields will cause unavailability of indexes, thus
bringing problems to SQL development. NULL calculation can only be implemented based on IS NULL and
IS NOT NULL .

Suggestions:
Plan the resources used by databases reasonably based on business scenario analysis and estimation of data
access (including database read/write QPS, TPS, and storage). You can also configure various CM metrics for
TencentDB for SQL Server in the console.
Put the tables for the same type of businesses into one database when building databases and try not to mix and
match. Do not perform cross-database correlation operations in programs, as doing so will affect subsequent quick
rollbacks.
Use the same character set to avoid garbled text caused by conflicts between different character sets.
Use the DECIMAL type to store decimal values. The FLOAT and DOUBLE types have insufficient precision,
especially for businesses involving money.
Do not use the TEXT or BLOB type to store a large amount of text, binary data, images, files, and other
contents in a database; instead, save such data as local disk files and only store their index information in the
database.
Avoid using foreign keys. Implement the foreign key logic at the application layer. Foreign key and cascade update
are not suitable for high-concurrency scenarios, because they may reduce the insertion performance and lead to
deadlock in case of high concurrency.
Reduce the coupling of business logic and data storage, use databases mainly for storing data, implement
business logic at the application layer, and minimize the use of instance-level triggers, link servers, jobs, and other
advanced features due to their poor portability and scalability. If such objects exist in an instance, after data
migration, you need to migrate them to the new instance manually.
If you won't have a substantial business volume in the near future, do not use partitioned tables, which are mainly
used for archive management. Partitioned tables have no obvious improvement on the performance if most queries
in your business don't involve partition fields.
Purchase read-only instances to implement read/write separation at the database level for business scenarios with
a high read load and low requirement for consistency (where a data delay within seconds is acceptable).

Index Design Specifications
Notes
Do not create indexes on the columns that are updated frequently and have a lower selectivity. Record updates will
change the B+ tree, so creating indexes on frequently updated fields may greatly reduce the database
performance.
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Put the column with the highest selectivity on the far left when creating a composite index; for example, in select
xxx where a = x and b = x; , if a and b are used together to create a composite index and a has a higher
selectivity, then the composite index should be created as idx_ab(a,b) . If Not Equal To and Equal
To conditions are used at the same time, the column with the Equal To condition must be put first; for
example, in where a xxx and b = xxx , b must be placed on the far left even if a has a higher selectivity,
because a will not be used in the query.
Suggestions:
Use no more than five indexes in a single table and no more than five fields in a single index. Too many indexes
may affect the filtering, use much more capacity, and consume more resources for management.
Create indexes on the columns that are used for SQL filtering most frequently with a small number of duplicate
values. It is meaningless to create indexes on a column not involved in SQL filtering. The higher the uniqueness of a
field, the better the index filtering effect.
Avoid using redundant indexes. If both index (a,b) and index (a) exist, (a) is considered a redundant index. If the
query filtering is based on column a, the index (a,b) is sufficient.
Use INCLUDE index reasonably to reduce I/O overheads. Commonly used columns should be placed on the
left, and columns that will not be used as query conditions can be placed in INCLUDE .

SQL Statement Writing Specifications
Notes
For UPDATE and DELETE , use WHERE for exact match. To delete a large amount of data, delete the data in
batches during off-peak hours.
When using INSERT INTO t_xxx VALUES(xxx) , explicitly specify the column attributes to be inserted to
prevent data errors caused by changes in the table structure.
Check the following common reasons for invalid indexes in SQL statements:
Implicit type conversion; for example, if the type of index a is VARCHAR and the SQL statement is where a =
1 , then VARCHAR is changed to INT .
Math calculations and functions performed on the index columns; for example, date column is formatted by using a
function.
Multiple columns with different sorting orders; for example, the index is (a,b), but the SQL statement is order by
a b desc .
Use the WHERE condition for exact match to avoid fuzzy match of conditions and batch matches of IN and
NOT IN .
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Suggestions:
Ensure query on demand and reject select * to avoid the following problems:
The covering index does not work and the problem of TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID occurs, which leads
to extra I/O overheads.
Three is an additional memory load. A large amount of cold data is imported to the cache, which may reduce the
query hit rate.
There are additional overheads in network transfer.
Instance blocking or primary/replica delay may occur. To prevent this, avoid using large transactions and split a
large transaction into multiple small ones.
Unnecessary lock waits may occur. To prevent this, commit transactions in the business code timely.
Minimize the use of JOIN operations on multiple tables and big tables. When joining two tables, use the smaller
one as the driving table and select indexed columns with the same character set for join.
Note
It is difficult to completely avoid the aforementioned issues. The solution is to set the aforementioned conditions as
secondary filtering conditions for indexes rather than as primary filtering conditions.
If a large number of full-table scans is found in the monitoring data, you can download slow log files in the console
for analysis.
Perform the required SQL audit before a business is released. In daily Ops work, download slow query logs
regularly for targeted optimization.
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Maintaining Instance
Renaming Instance
：

Last updated 2022-07-04 15:34:55
TencentDB for SQL Server instances are differentiated by name, which can be renamed in the console.
This document describes how to rename an instance in the console.

Instance ID/Name Description
Both primary and read-only instances can be renamed.
An instance name can contain up to 60 Chinese characters, letters, digits, or underscores.
An instance ID supports quick copy.

Renaming Instance in Instance List
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click

after Instance Name.

3. In the pop-up window, enter a new name and click OK.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Renaming Instance in Instance Details
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Instance Details > Basic Info and click

after Instance Name.

4. In the pop-up window, enter a new name and click OK.
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Setting Instance Remarks
：

Last updated 2022-07-04 15:33:45

Overview
As your business grows, you will need to manage an increasing number of devices and instances, thus it is in your
great interest to properly categorize your resources. To make it simple for you to manage and identify your instances,
TencentDB for SQL Server supports adding remarks to instances in the console.

Notes
Both primary and read-only instances support remarks.
Instance remarks can contain up to 200 Chinese characters, letters, digits, or underscores.
You can edit, modify, and delete instance remarks.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. In Instance Details > Basic Info on the instance management page, click

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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4. In the pop-up window, edit the remarks and click OK.
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Setting Instance Tag
：

Last updated 2022-06-08 15:45:55

Tag Overview
Tags are key-value pairs provided by Tencent Cloud to easily identify resources. For more information, see Overview.
You can use tags to categorize and manage TencentDB for SQL Server resources by various metrics such as
business, purpose, and owner. You can also easily find a resource by its tag. In Tencent Cloud, the tag key-value pairs
have no semantic meaning and are strictly parsed and matched as strings. To use tags, pay attention to the use limits
first.

Creating tag
1. Log in to the Tag console.
2. Click Tag List on the left sidebar.
3. Click Create Tag. In the pop-up window, click Add tag key to create a tag or select an existing tag and add a tag
value to it. You can create multiple tags at a time.
4. Click OK.

Tagging TencentDB for SQL Server instance
Tagging in instance list
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and select More > Edit Tag in its Operation column. To
batch edit tags, select target instances and click More > Edit Tag at the top.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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3. In the pop-up window, set Tag key and Tag value and click OK.

Tagging on instance details page
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1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select the Instance Details tab and click

after Tag in Basic Info.

4. In the pop-up window, set Tag key and Tag value and click OK.
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Setting Instance Project
：

Last updated 2021-06-16 19:40:04
TencentDB for SQL Server supports assigning instances to different projects for management.
Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console. In the instance list, click an instance ID to enter the details page,
and click Switch to another project in "Project" to assign the instance to a project.
Read-only instances are associated instances of the master instance and should be in the same project as the
master instance.
Assigning and moving database instances across projects will not affect the services provided by the instances.
You need to specify a project to which a new instance belongs when purchasing it. The default project is Default
Project.
Assigned instances can be reassigned to other projects through the Switch to another project feature.
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Modifying Instance-Level Character Set
Collation
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 12:16:31
TencentDB for SQL Server allows you to modify the instance-level character set collation when creating an instance.
This operation can be performed only on the purchase page. The character set of an instance provides a collation for
system data, i.e., the case sensitivity and accent sensitivity attributes. Selecting a collation for your database will affect
the results of relevant database operations.
This document describes how to modify the character set collation.

：

Note

As modifying the instance-level character set collation requires separately configuring physical
machine resources, submit a ticket and specify the desired character set collation before purchase.
If you have modified the character set collation for your instance, and a subsequent scale-out involves
data migration, submit a ticket for assistance.
The character set collation for instances is Chinese_PRC_CI_AS by default.

Prerequisites
You have submitted a ticket to apply for modifying the character set collation.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, click Create Database Instance.
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3. On the instance purchase page, set the Character Set Collation under the System Time Zone parameter.

4. For more information on how to configure other parameters on the purchase page, see Creating TencentDB for
SQL Server Instance. After setting all the parameters, click Buy Now.
5. You can query the configured character set collation under Basic Info on the Instance Details tab.
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Collation description
Collation
Option
_CS

Description
Case-sensitive. This option indicates that lowercase letters will precede their corresponding
uppercase letters during sorting.

_CI

Case-insensitive. This option indicates that the sorting will be case-insensitive.

_AS

Accent-sensitive. This option indicates that the sorting will be accent-sensitive; for example, "a"
and "ấ" are different characters.

_AI

Accent-insensitive.

Instance character set suffix description
Instance Character Set Suffix

Description

_CI_AI

Case-insensitive and accent-insensitive.

_CI_AS

Case-insensitive and accent-sensitive.

_CS_AI

Case-sensitive and accent-insensitive.

_CS_AS

Case-sensitive and accent-sensitive.

Collation by server
The following table lists the default collations defined by certain OS region settings.
Windows Region Settings

Default Collation

Afrikaans (South Africa)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Alsatian (France)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Basque (Basque)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Bosnian (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Latin)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Bulgarian (Bulgaria)

Cyrillic_General_CI_AS
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Windows Region Settings

Default Collation

Chinese (Macao SAR)

Latin1_General_CI_AI

Chinese (PRC)

Chinese_PRC_CI_AS

Dutch (Netherlands)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (Australia)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (India)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (Canada)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (New Zealand)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (United Kingdom)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

English (United States)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Filipino (Philippines)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Italian (Italy)

Latin1_General_CI_AS

Thai (Thailand)

Thai_CI_AS
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Modifying System Time Zone
：

Last updated 2022-11-07 18:24:04
This document describes how to modify the system time zone when creating a TencentDB for SQL Server instance.

：

Note

As modifying the system time zone requires separately configuring physical machine resources,
submit a ticket and specify the desired system time zone before purchase.
For instances with the modified system time zone, data is stored on the backend in the modified UTC
time, while backups, rollbacks, and slow logs are displayed in the console in Beijing time(UTC
+8), and the monitoring time is Beijing time.
If you have modified the system time zone for your instance, and a subsequent scale-out involves data
migration, submit a ticket for assistance.
The system time zone for instances is China Standard Time (Beijing time) by default.

Prerequisites
You have submitted a ticket to apply for modifying the system time zone.

Use limits
Limits on instance architecture and specification
Dual-Server High Availability Edition or Cluster Edition instances only with 90-core 720 GB MEM support system
time zone modification.
Basic Edition instances support system time zone modification.
Limits on time zone modification
The system time zone can be modified only during instance purchase.

Directions
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1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, click Create Database Instance.
3. On the instance purchase page, set the System Time Zone under the Tag parameter.

4. For more information on how to configure other parameters on the purchase page, see Creating TencentDB for
SQL Server Instance. After setting all the parameters, click Buy Now.
5. You can query the configured system time zone under Basic Info on the Instance Details tab.
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List of time zones and UTC offsets
Time Zone

UTC Offset

Remarks

Afghanistan Standard Time

(UTC+04:30)

Kabul

Alaskan Standard Time

(UTC–09:00)

Alaska

Arabian Standard Time

(UTC+04:00)

Abu Dhabi, Muscat

Atlantic Standard Time

(UTC–04:00)

Atlantic Time (Canada)

AUS Central Standard Time

(UTC+09:30)

Darwin

AUS Eastern Standard Time

(UTC+10:00)

Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney

Belarus Standard Time

(UTC+03:00)

Minsk

Canada Central Standard Time

(UTC–06:00)

Saskatchewan

Cape Verde Standard Time

(UTC–01:00)

Cabo Verde Is.

Cen. Australia Standard Time

(UTC+09:30)

Adelaide

Adelaide

(UTC–06:00)

Central America

Central Asia Standard Time

(UTC+06:00)

Astana

Central Brazilian Standard Time

(UTC–04:00)

Cuiaba

Central Europe Standard Time

(UTC+01:00)

Belgrade, Bratislava, Budapest, Ljubljana, Prague

Central European Standard Time

(UTC+01:00)

Sarajevo, Skopje, Warsaw, Zagreb

Central Pacific Standard Time

(UTC+11:00)

Solomon Islands, New Caledonia

Central Standard Time

(UTC–06:00)

Central Time (US and Canada)

Central Standard Time (Mexico)

(UTC–06:00)

Guadalajara, Mexico City, Monterrey

China Standard Time

(UTC+08:00)

Beijing, Chongqing, Hong Kong, Urumqi

E. Africa Standard Time

(UTC+03:00)

Nairobi

E. Australia Standard Time

(UTC+10:00)

Brisbane

E. Europe Standard Time

(UTC+02:00)

Chisinau
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Time Zone

UTC Offset

Remarks

E. South America Standard Time

(UTC–03:00)

Brasilia

Eastern Standard Time

(UTC–05:00)

Eastern Time (US and Canada)

Georgian Standard Time

(UTC+04:00)

Tbilisi

GMT Standard Time

(UTC)

Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London

Greenland Standard Time

(UTC–03:00)

Greenland

Greenwich Standard Time

(UTC)

Monrovia, Reykjavik

GTB Standard Time

(UTC+02:00)

Athens, Bucharest

Hawaiian Standard Time

(UTC–10:00)

Hawaii

India Standard Time

(UTC+05:30)

Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai, New Delhi

Jordan Standard Time

(UTC+02:00)

Amman

Korea Standard Time

(UTC+09:00)

Seoul

Middle East Standard Time

(UTC+02:00)

Beirut

Mountain Standard Time

(UTC–07:00)

Mountain Time (US and Canada)

Mountain Standard Time (Mexico)

(UTC–07:00)

Chihuahua, La Paz, Mazatlan

US Mountain Standard Time

(UTC–07:00)

Arizona

New Zealand Standard Time

(UTC+12:00)

Auckland, Wellington

Newfoundland Standard Time

(UTC–03:30)

Newfoundland

Pacific SA Standard Time

(UTC–03:00)

Santiago

Pacific Standard Time

(UTC–08:00)

Pacific Time (US and Canada)

Pacific Standard Time (Mexico)

(UTC–08:00)

Baja California

Russian Standard Time

(UTC+03:00)

Moscow, St. Petersburg, Volgograd

SA Pacific Standard Time

(UTC–05:00)

Bogota, Lima, Quito, Rio Branco

SE Asia Standard Time

(UTC+07:00)

Bangkok, Hanoi, Jakarta

China Standard Time

(UTC+08:00)

Kuala Lumpur, Singapore
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Time Zone

UTC Offset

Remarks

Tokyo Standard Time

(UTC+09:00)

Osaka, Sapporo, Tokyo

US Eastern Standard Time

(UTC–05:00)

Indiana (East)

UTC

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time

UTC–02

(UTC–02:00)

Coordinated Universal Time–02

UTC–08

(UTC–08:00)

Coordinated Universal Time–08

UTC–09

(UTC–09:00)

Coordinated Universal Time–09

UTC–11

(UTC–11:00)

Coordinated Universal Time–11

UTC+12

(UTC+12:00)

Coordinated Universal Time+12

W. Australia Standard Time

(UTC+08:00)

Perth

W. Central Africa Standard Time

(UTC+01:00)

West Central Africa

W. Europe Standard Time

(UTC+01:00)

Amsterdam, Berlin, Bern, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna
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Setting Instance Maintenance Information
：

Last updated 2022-06-30 14:14:13

Overview
Maintenance time is a very important concept for TencentDB for SQL Server. To ensure the stability of your
TencentDB for SQL Server instance, the backend system performs maintenance operations on the instance during
the maintenance window from time to time. We highly recommend you set an acceptable maintenance time for your
business instance, usually during off-peak hours, so as to minimize the potential impact on your business.
In addition, we also recommend you perform operations involving data migration during the maintenance time, such as
instance specification adjustment, instance version upgrade, and instance kernel upgrade. Currently, the maintenance
period concept is supported by primary and read-only instances.
Take the database instance specification upgrade as an example. As this operation involves data migration, after the
upgrade is completed, a momentary disconnection from the database may occur. When the upgrade is initiated, the
switch time can be selected as during maintenance window, so that the instance specification switch will be
enabled during the next maintenance window after the instance upgrade is completed. Please note that when you
do so, the switch will not occur immediately after the database specification upgrade is completed; instead, the sync
will continue till the instance goes into the next maintenance window when the switch will be performed. In this way,
the overall time it takes to upgrade the instance may be extended.

：

Note

Before maintenance is carried out for TencentDB for SQL Server, notifications will be sent to the contacts
configured in your Tencent Cloud account through SMS and email.
Instance switch is accompanied by a disconnection from the database lasting for just seconds. Please make
sure that your business has a reconnection mechanism.

Directions
Setting maintenance time
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the instance details page.
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2. In the Maintenance Info section on the instance details page, click Modify.

3. In the pop-up window, select the Maintenance Period and Maintenance Time as needed and click OK.

Immediate switch
If a task is configured to be switched during the maintenance window, but you need to switch it urgently under special
circumstances, you can click Switch Now in the Operation column in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

：

Note

Immediate switch is applicable to operations involving data migration such as instance specification
adjustment, instance version upgrade, instance kernel upgrade and migrating across AZs.
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Restarting Instance
：

Last updated 2022-05-31 16:54:24
This document describes how to restart an instance in the console.

Overview
Instance restart is a common maintenance method for TencentDB for SQL Server. It is similar to restarting a local
database.

Overview
During the restart, the TencentDB for SQL Server instance cannot provide services. Therefore, make sure that an
instance has stopped accepting business requests before restarting it. During the restart, if the business write
volume is high, the restart may fail.
Restarting an instance does not change its physical attributes, so the private IP and any data stored in the instance
will remain unchanged.
After the restart, reconnection to the database is needed. Make sure that your business has a reconnection
mechanism.
Restart the instance during off-peak hours to ensure success and minimize the impact on your business.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select a region at the top, select one or multiple instances to be restarted, and click Restart at the top.
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3. In the pop-up window, confirm the selected instances and click OK.

4. Once the instance status changes from Restarting to Running, the restart is completed.
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Terminating Instance
：

Last updated 2021-03-25 19:00:21

Operation Scenarios
Based on your business needs, you can return pay-as-you-go instances in the console in a self-service manner.
After a pay-as-you-go instance is returned, it will be moved to the TencentDB recycle bin and retained there for 24
hours. During the retention period, the instance cannot be accessed but can be restored.
After an instance is returned, once its status changes to "Isolated", no fees related to it will be incurred.

Note

：

After the instance is terminated, its data cannot be recovered, and its backup files will be terminated too, so
the data cannot be restored in the cloud. Please store your backup files safely elsewhere in advance.
When the instance is terminated, its IP resources will be released simultaneously. If the instance has readonly instances or pub/sub configuration:
Read-only instances will be terminated at the same time.
After the instance is terminated, the existing pub/sub configuration on the instance will be deleted.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console, select the target instance in the instance list, and select More >
Terminate/Return in the "Operation" column.
2. In the pop-up dialog box, indicate your consent and click Terminate.
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Migrating Across AZs
：

Last updated 2022-06-08 15:20:04

Overview
You can migrate an instance to another availability zone (AZ) within the same region. All attributes and configurations
(including the private network address and the subnet) of the instance remain unchanged after migration. The amount
of time required is proportional to the volume of data in the instance. The more data there is, the longer the data
migration takes. In addition, the instance access is not affected during migration.

Supported Instance Types
Primary instances of dual-server high availability edition and cluster edition are supported.

：

Note

If a primary instance of dual-server high availability edition or cluster edition has read-only instances or
implements the pub/sub messaging paradigm, you need to submit a ticket to migrate it across AZs.

Basic edition instances are not supported.
Read-Only instances are not supported.

Prerequisite
The region where the instance resides must have multiple AZs.

Impact
An ongoing migration cannot be canceled.
The name, access IP, and access port of the instance remain unchanged after migration.
Data migration will occur during the instance's migration to another AZ. During the data migration, the instance can
be accessed normally and your business will not be affected.
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The amount of time required is proportional to the volume of data in the instance. The more data there is, the longer
the data migration takes.
An instance switch will occur after migration, causing a flash disconnection. You can specify the switch time.

Directions
Migrating across AZs
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance details page.
2. In the Basic Info section, click Migrate across AZs to access the cross-AZ migration page.

3. View the original AZ of the instance, specify the target AZ, enable/disable multi-AZ deployment, select the switch
time, check the box to agree to the cross-AZ migration rules, and click Submit.

：

Note

After you click Submit, instance data will be migrated to the target AZ at the underlying layer without
affecting instance running and access.
After instance data is migrated, an instance switch will occur (upon migration completion or during
maintenance time), causing a flash disconnection. After the switch is done, the whole process of cross-AZ
migration is completed.
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Viewing migration tasks
You can view cross-AZ migration tasks in the Running Tasks box in the upper-right corner of the Database
Management tab.

Performing immediate switch
If the instance is scheduled to be switched during the maintenance time according to the configurations of its cross-AZ
migration task, but you need to switch it urgently under special circumstances, you can click Switch Now in the
Operation column in the instance list in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
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Recycle Bin
：

Last updated 2022-09-14 10:20:44
Terminated instances will be put into the recycle bin and can be restored.

Overview
Tencent Cloud recycle bin offers a mechanism for repossessing cloud resources. If your account balance is sufficient,
you can restore terminated instances that are still in the recycle bin.

Version Requirement
Currently, all TencentDB for SQL Server versions support instance repossession.

Notes
Instance repossession is as described below:
For pay-as-you-go instances in the recycle bin:
Retention period: If your account has no overdue payments, terminated instances will be retained in the recycle
bin for 24 hours.
Expiration processing: Instances that are not renewed before the retention period of 24 hours ends will be
released and cannot be restored.

Prerequisites
The TencentDB for SQL Server instance has been terminated.
Your Tencent Cloud account balance is sufficient.

Restoring Instance from Recycle Bin
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the left sidebar, select SQL Server > Recycle Bin.
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3. Select the region at the top of the recycle bin page.
4. Select the target instance and click Restore in its Operation column or at the top.

5. In the pop-up window, confirm the instance information and click OK.

Eliminating Instance
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the left sidebar, select SQL Server > Recycle Bin.
3. Select the region at the top of the recycle bin page.
4. Find the target instance and click Eliminate Now in its Operation column.
5. In the pop-up window, confirm the instance information and click OK.

：

Note

The instance will be completely eliminated, and its data will not be recoverable. Therefore, you need to back
up the data in advance.
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Adjusting Instance Configuration
Overview
：

Last updated 2022-06-07 18:21:27
TencentDB for SQL Server supports quick adjustment of instance architecture, version, and specification and allows
flexible scaling operations in the console. You can elastically adjust the instance configuration according to your actual
business conditions (at the initial stage, at the rapid development stage, during peak hours, or during off-peak hours),
so as to better meet your needs such as full utilization of resources and real-time cost optimization.

Prerequisites
You can adjust the configuration of a TencentDB for SQL Server instance and its associated instances only when they
are in normal status (Running) and are not executing any tasks.

Adjustment Item
Adjustment
Item

Description
a. High-Availability Edition can be upgraded to Cluster Edition.

Architecture

b. Basic Edition cannot be upgraded to High-Availability Edition/Cluster Edition. If needed, you
can purchase new High-Availability Edition/Cluster Edition instances and migrate the data with
DTS.

Version

a. High-Availability Edition supports version upgrade.
b. To upgrade the version of a High-Availability Edition/Cluster Edition instance associated with
a read-only instance, submit a ticket.

Instance
specification

a. All instance types support specification upgrade and downgrade.
b. The upper limit of disk capacity under the corresponding specification is as displayed on the
Adjust Configuration page in the console.

Disk
capacity

a. High-Availability Edition/Cluster Edition instances support disk capacity expansion/reduction.
b. Basic Edition instances support disk capacity expansion but not reduction.

：

Note
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If you need to horizontally scale the read capability of your database, use read-only instances to mitigate the
pressure on the primary instance as instructed in Managing Read-Only Instance.

Restrictions on Upgrade/Downgrade
Disk

Instance

Version

Architecture

Specification

Type

Upgrade

Upgrade

Upgrade

Capacity
Expansion

Version

Architecture

Spec

Downgrade

Downgrade

Down

X

X

✓

✓

X

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

X

✓

X

X

✓

✓

X

X

✓

X

X

✓

✓

X

X

✓

Basic
Edition
instance
HighAvailability
Edition
instance
Cluster
Edition
instance
Read-Only
instance

Instance Disk Space Description
To ensure business continuity, upgrade your instance specifications or purchase additional disk capacity in time
before disk capacity is used up.
When the size of the data stored in a High-Availability Edition/Cluster Edition instance exceeds its disk capacity,
features such as database import and rollback will become unavailable. You will need to expand its capacity or
delete some database tables in the console to release the storage space.
When the size of the data stored in a Basic Edition instance exceeds its disk capacity, the database will become
read-only. You will need to expand its capacity or delete some database tables in the console to release the storage
space and make it writable.

Configuration Adjustment Rules
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You cannot cancel a configuration adjustment operation in progress.
The name, access IP, and access port of the instance remain unchanged after configuration adjustment.
Data migration may be involved in configuration adjustment. During data migration, the TencentDB for SQL Server
instance can be accessed normally and the business will not be affected.
Instance switch may be involved after the configuration adjustment is completed (i.e., the SQL Server instance may
be disconnected for seconds). We recommend you configure an automatic reconnection feature for your
application. Instance switch will be performed during the instance maintenance time. For more information, see
Setting Instance Maintenance Information.

Notes
As a Basic Edition instance has only one database node and no secondary node as a hot backup, when the node fails
or performs tasks such as configuration adjustment and version upgrade, it will become unavailable for a long time. If
your business has high requirements for the database availability, we recommend you use High-Availability Edition or
Cluster Edition instead of Basic Edition.

Billing Rule
For more information, see Instance Adjustment Fees Description.

Directions
Adjusting Instance Architecture
Adjusting Instance Version
Adjusting Instance Specification
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Adjusting Instance Architecture
：

Last updated 2022-06-08 15:23:38
This document describes how to adjust the instance architecture in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Architecture Background
TencentDB for SQL Server supports the following deployment architectures:
Type

Description

Basic Edition

a. It separates computing and storage based on Premium Cloud Storage and is
deployed on a single node.
b. It offers extremely high cost-effectiveness.

Dual-Server High
Availability Edition

a. It consists of one primary database and one mirror database deployed across
racks/AZs.
b. Each database corresponds to a monitoring agent that monitors the database
through heartbeat in real time.

Cluster Edition

a. It adopts the Always On cluster deployment architecture, including one primary and
one replica deployed across racks/AZs by default.
b. Each database corresponds to a monitoring agent that monitors the database
through heartbeat in real time.

For more information, see Architecture.

Prerequisites
You can adjust the configuration of a TencentDB for SQL Server instance and its associated instances only when
they are in normal status (Running) and are not executing any tasks.
Only the Dual-Server High Availability Edition (SQL Server 2017 Enterprise and above) can be adjusted to the
Cluster Edition.

Notes
Currently, the architecture cannot be downgraded back after an upgrade.
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Impact of Configuration Adjustment
Data migration will be involved during the instance configuration adjustment, and the higher the data volume, the
longer the data migration time. Access to the instance will not be affected during this period.

A switch will be performed after migration completion, which is accompanied by a disconnection from the
database lasting for just seconds. Make sure that your business has a reconnection mechanism.

During the momentary disconnection, most operations related to databases, accounts, and networks cannot be
executed. Therefore, be sure to perform the switch during off-peak hours.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select the region and target instance in the instance list, and click
Adjust Configuration in the Operation column.

2. In the Adjust Configuration window that pops up, select the desired architecture and click Confirm.

：

Note

If data migration is involved during the change, you need to select the effective time and click the orange
note; otherwise, you don't need to select the effective time.
During maintenance time: you can modify the maintenance time on the instance details page.
Adjust now: the configuration adjustment will be performed immediately.
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3. On the payment page you are redirected to, confirm the configuration information and fees and click Submit
Order.
4. You will be redirected to the instance list. When the instance status changes from Switching (after configuration
adjustment) to Running, the architecture upgrade is completed. You can query and check the new architecture
on the Instance List or Instance Details page.
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Adjusting Instance Version
：

Last updated 2022-01-19 14:22:53
This document describes how to adjust the instance version in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Prerequisites
You can adjust the configuration of a TencentDB for SQL Server instance and its associated instances only when they
are in normal status (Running) and are not executing any tasks.

Notes
Currently, the database version cannot be downgraded back after an upgrade.

Impact of Configuration Adjustment
Data migration will be involved during the instance configuration adjustment, and the higher the data volume, the
longer the data migration time. Access to the instance will not be affected during this period.

A switch will be performed after migration completion, which is accompanied by a disconnection from the
database lasting for just seconds. Make sure that your business has a reconnection mechanism.

During the momentary disconnection, most operations related to databases, accounts, and networks cannot be
executed. Therefore, be sure to perform the switch during off-peak hours.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select the region and target instance in the instance list, and click
Adjust Configuration in the Operation column.
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2. In the Adjust Configuration window that pops up, select the desired database version and click Confirm.

：

Note

Select the Time to Take Effect of the configuration adjustment and click the orange note.
During maintenance time: you can modify the maintenance time on the instance details page.
Adjust now: the configuration adjustment will be performed immediately.

3. On the payment page you are redirected to, confirm the configuration information and fees and click Submit
Order.
4. You will be redirected to the instance list. When the instance status changes from Switching (after configuration
adjustment) to Running, the version upgrade is completed. You can query and check the new version on the
Instance List or Instance Details page.
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Adjusting Instance Specification
：

Last updated 2022-01-19 14:22:53
This document describes how to adjust the instance specification in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Instance Specification
For more information on instance specifications supported by TencentDB for SQL Server and their prices, see
Product Pricing.

Prerequisites
You can adjust the configuration of a TencentDB for SQL Server instance and its associated instances only when they
are in normal status (Running) and are not executing any tasks.

Specification Adjustment Process
Scaling
After you adjust the configuration in the console, the system will decide to complete the change by scaling or data
migration. The configuration adjustment process is as follows:
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Impact of Configuration Adjustment
Single-Item adjustment
Single-Item adjustment refers to the adjustment of either the specification or disk, which has the following impact:

Edition

Adjustment
Item

Basic Edition

Specification
upgrade
or
Disk
capacity
expansion
or
Specification
downgrade

HighAvailability
Edition/Cluster
Edition

Disk
capacity
reduction

Specification
downgrade

Specification
upgrade
or
disk
capacity
expansion

Adjustment
Decision

Adjustment Impact

Time

Upgrade
and
downgrade

1. The instance will be restarted
during configuration adjustment.
2. The service will become
unavailable for around 3 minutes.
3. Perform the adjustment during offpeak hours.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

Downgrade

1. The instance disk capacity will be
reduced during the configuration
adjustment.
2. Data migration and instance restart
will not be performed, and no
momentary disconnections will occur.
3. The submitted adjustment will take
effect immediately without affecting
the business.

The submitted
adjustment will
be executed
immediately.

Downgrade

1. The instance specification will be
downgraded during configuration
adjustment.
2. The service will become
unavailable for around 1 minute.
3. Perform the adjustment during offpeak hours.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

Migration
and
upgrade
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1. Data migration will be involved
during the instance configuration
adjustment, and the higher the data
volume, the longer the data migration
time. Access to the instance will not
be affected during this period.
2. A switch will be performed after
migration completion, which is
accompanied by a disconnection from

You need to
select the time to
take effect.
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the database lasting for just seconds.
Make sure that your business has a
reconnection mechanism.
3. During the momentary
disconnection, most operations
related to databases, accounts, and
networks cannot be executed.
Therefore, be sure to perform the
switch during off-peak hours.

Specification
upgrade
or
disk
capacity
expansion

Upgrade

1. The instance specification or disk
capacity will be upgraded or
expanded during configuration
adjustment.
2. Data migration and instance restart
will not be performed, and no
momentary disconnections will occur.
3. The submitted adjustment will take
effect immediately without affecting
the business.

The submitted
adjustment will
be executed
immediately.

Combo adjustment
Combo adjustment refers to the adjustment of both the specification and disk capacity, which has the following impact:

Edition

Adjustment
Item

Basic Edition

Specification
upgrade
Disk
capacity
expansion
Specification
downgrade

HighAvailability
Edition/Cluster
Edition

Specification
upgrade +
disk
capacity
expansion

Adjustment
Decision

Adjustment Impact

Time

Upgrade
and
downgrade

1. The instance will be restarted
during configuration adjustment.
2. The service will become
unavailable for around 3 minutes.
3. Perform the adjustment during offpeak hours.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

Upgrade
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1. The instance specification or disk
capacity will be upgraded or
expanded during configuration
adjustment.
2. Data migration and instance restart
will not be performed, and no
momentary disconnections will occur.
3. The submitted adjustment will take
effect immediately without affecting
the business.

The submitted
adjustment will
be executed
immediately.
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1. Data migration will be involved
during the instance configuration
adjustment, and the higher the data
volume, the longer the data migration
time. Access to the instance will not
be affected during this period.
2. A switch will be performed after
migration completion, which is

Specification
upgrade +
disk
capacity
expansion

Specification
upgrade +
disk
capacity
reduction

Specification
upgrade +
disk
capacity
reduction

Migration
and
upgrade

Upgrade
and
downgrade

Migration,
upgrade,
and
downgrade

accompanied by a disconnection
from the database lasting for just
seconds. Make sure that your
business has a reconnection
mechanism.
3. During the momentary
disconnection, most operations
related to databases, accounts, and
networks cannot be executed.
Therefore, be sure to perform the
switch during off-peak hours.
1. The instance specification will be
upgraded and the disk capacity will
be reduced during configuration
adjustment.
2. Data migration and instance restart
will not be performed, and no
momentary disconnections will occur.
3. The submitted adjustment will take
effect immediately without affecting
the business.
1. Data migration will be involved
during the instance configuration
adjustment, and the higher the data
volume, the longer the data migration
time. Access to the instance will not
be affected during this period.
2. A switch will be performed after
migration completion, which is
accompanied by a disconnection

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

The submitted
adjustment will
be executed
immediately.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

from the database lasting for just
seconds. Make sure that your
business has a reconnection
mechanism.
3. During the momentary
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disconnection, most operations
related to databases, accounts, and
networks cannot be executed.
Therefore, be sure to perform the
switch during off-peak hours.

Specification
downgrade
+ disk
capacity
expansion

Specification
downgrade
+ disk
capacity
reduction

Upgrade
and
downgrade,
or
migration,
upgrade,
and
downgrade

Downgrade

1. The service may become
unavailable for around 1 minute, and
data migration may be involved
during the instance configuration
adjustment, and the higher the data
volume, the longer the data migration
time. Access to the instance will not
be affected during this period.
2. A switch will be performed after
migration completion, which is
accompanied by a disconnection
from the database lasting for just
seconds. Make sure that your
business has a reconnection
mechanism.
3. During the momentary
disconnection, most operations
related to databases, accounts, and
networks cannot be executed.
Therefore, be sure to perform the
switch during off-peak hours.
1. The instance specification will be
downgraded during configuration
adjustment.
2. The service will become
unavailable for around 1 minute.
3. Perform the adjustment during offpeak hours.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

You need to
select the time to
take effect.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select the region and target instance in the instance list, and click
Adjust Configuration in the Operation column.
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2. In the Adjust Configuration window that pops up, select the desired CPU, memory, and disk capacity, and click
Confirm.

：

Note

?Select the Time to Take Effect of the configuration adjustment and click the orange note.
During maintenance time: you can modify the maintenance time on the instance details page.
Adjust now: the configuration adjustment will be performed immediately.
If disk capacity reduction is involved, in order to avoid failures, the new disk space must be greater than
or equal to 2 times the currently used disk space.
If the instance to be adjusted is associated with other instances (read-only instances) and data migration
is involved, submit a ticket for assistance.

3. On the payment page you are redirected to, confirm the configuration information and fees and click Submit
Order.
4. You will be redirected to the instance list. When the instance status changes from Switching (after configuration
adjustment) to Running, the specification upgrade is completed. You can query and check the new specification
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on the Instance List or Instance Details page.
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Read-Only Instance
Read-Only Instance Overview
：

Last updated 2021-11-12 17:25:33

Overview
In scenarios where there are many read requests but only few write requests, a single instance may not be able to
handle the load of read requests, which even may affect the business. To implement the auto scaling of read
capabilities and mitigate the pressure on TencentDB for SQL Server, you can create one or multiple read-only
instances and use them to sustain high numbers of database reads.
Unified read/write separation addresses (i.e., read and write requests are separated automatically) are not supported
currently. Read-Only instances need to be accessed with separate IPs and ports.
Concepts
Read-Only group: it consists of one or more load balancing-enabled read-only instances. If there are multiple readonly instances in one read-only group, read request volume can be evenly distributed among the instances. readonly groups provide IPs and ports for access to databases.
Read-Only instance: a single-node (with no replica) instance that supports read requests. It cannot exist
independently; instead, it must be in a read-only group.
Architecture
Changes in the primary instance (source database) are synced to all read-only instances. Given the single-node
architecture (with no replica) of read-only instances, repeated attempts to restore a failing read-only instance will be
made. Therefore, we recommend you choose a read-only group rather than a read-only instance for higher availability.
The read-only instance backend architecture and technology slightly vary by TencentDB for SQL Server editions:
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On editions below 2017 Enterprise, the publish/subscribe method is used to create read-only instances.

：

Note

In this mode, tables without a primary key in the primary instance cannot be synced. You can use the
following code to query whether there is such a table:

use dbname
select name from sys.sysobjects where xtype='U' and id not in(select parent_obj
from sys.sysobjects where xtype='PK')
If you need to create read-only instances for tables without a primary key, we recommend you use 2017 Enterprise
Cluster Edition.
On 2017 Enterprise Cluster Edition and above, the Always-On method is used to create read-only instances to
ensure the efficiency and stability of data sync.
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Strengths
Read-Only group mode
You can connect to the VIP of a read-only group to read read-only instances in it, which can reduce the maintenance
costs. You can also add the number of read-only instances in the unified read-only group to continuously expand the
processing capacity of the system while ensuring the high availability of read-only instances, with no need to make any
changes to the application.
Cross-AZ/region scaling
TencentDB for SQL Server supports adding read-only instances across AZs and regions, providing a low-latency,
high-efficiency, and stable one-stop solution for nearby business access.
Automatic removal
The cluster management module automatically checks read-only instances. When it finds that a read-only instance is
down or the delay exceeds the threshold, it stops allocating read requests to the instance and instead allocates them
among the remaining healthy instances. This ensures that when a single read-only instance fails, the normal access to
the application will not be affected. When the failed instance is repaired, it will be automatically added back to the
request distribution system.
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Feature Limits
Up to 3 read-only instances can be created for a primary instance.
Currently, read-only instances are not supported for Standard Edition.
Currently, read-only instances cannot be added to instances in finance zones.
Read-Only instances do not support backup and rollback.
Data cannot be migrated to read-only instances.
Read-Only instances do not support database creation/deletion. If needed, please operate on a primary instance.
Read-Only instances do not support account creation/deletion/authorization and account name/password change.
If needed, please operate on a primary instance.
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Managing Read-Only Instance
：

Last updated 2021-11-12 17:26:03
You can create, view, and terminate read-only instances in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

：

Note

Read-Only instances cannot be purchased and used separately; instead, they must be bound to a primary
instance (Dual-Server High Availability Edition or Cluster Edition).

Feature Limits
Up to 3 read-only instances can be created for a primary instance.
Currently, read-only instances are not supported for Standard Edition.
Currently, read-only instances cannot be added to instances in finance zones.
Read-Only instances do not support backup and rollback.
Data cannot be migrated to read-only instances.
Read-Only instances do not support database creation/deletion. If needed, please operate on a primary instance.
Read-Only instances do not support account creation/deletion/authorization and account name/password change.
If needed, please operate on a primary instance.

Creating Read-Only Instance
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the details page.
2. Click Add Read-Only Instance in the Instance Architecture Diagram on the instance details page or click
Create on the Read-Only Instance page to enter the purchase page.
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3. On the purchase page, select the desired read-only instance configuration, confirm that everything is correct, and
click Buy Now.

：

Note

If you need to unify the expiration time of the primary and read-only instances, you can set the collective
expiration date in the Renewal Management console.
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Viewing Read-Only Instance
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, instances with an R flag are read-only
instances. Click an instance ID or Manage in the Operation column to enter the read-only instance details page.
2. In the Instance Architecture Diagram on the instance details page, you can view the information of the bound
primary instance. You can click the instance ID to enter the details page of the primary instance. You can also enter
the details page of the read-only instance from the Instance Architecture Diagram of the primary instance.

：

Note

Some features on the read-only instance details page cannot be modified and are synced from the primary
instance. If you need to change them, please do so on the primary instance details page.
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Terminating Read-Only Instance
An read-only instance can be terminated in the same way as a primary instance as instructed in Terminating Instance.
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Read-Only Group
：

Last updated 2021-11-12 17:26:58

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server allows you to create one or more read-only instances to form a read-only group, which is
suitable for read/write separation and one-primary-multiple-replica application scenarios and capable of greatly
enhancing the read load capacity of your database.

Prerequisites
A primary instance must be created first before a read-only instance can be created. For more information, please see
Creating TencentDB for SQL Server Instance.

Directions
Creating Read-Only group
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the details page.
2. Click Add Read-Only Instance in the Instance Architecture Diagram on the instance details page to enter the
purchase page.

3. On the purchase page, select the desired read-only instance configuration, confirm that everything is correct, and
click Buy Now.
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：

Note

If the Specify RO Group option is configured as Create RO group, the following basic information of the
new read-only group should be entered on the purchase page.
RO Group Name: the group name doesn't have to be unique and can contain up to 60 letters, digits,
hyphens, underscores, and dots.
Remove Delayed RO Instances: this option indicates whether to enable the removal policy. If a read-only
instance's delay exceeds the threshold, it will be removed and become inactive, and its weight will be set
to 0. It will be put back into the read-only group when its delay falls below the threshold. No matter
whether delayed read-only instance removal is enabled, a read-only instance that is removed due to
instance failure will rejoin the read-only group when it is repaired.
Delay Threshold: this sets a delay threshold for the read-only instance. When the threshold is exceeded,
the instance will be removed from the read-only group.
Least RO Instances: this is the minimum number of instances that should be retained in the read-only
group. When there are fewer instances in the read-only group, even if an instance exceeds the delay
threshold, it will not be removed.

Specify Read-Only
Group

Description

Assigned by system
(not specified)

If multiple instances are purchased at a time, each of them will be assigned to an
independent read-only group, and their weights will be automatically assigned by
the system by default.

Create read-only group

Create a read-only group. If multiple instances are purchased at a time, all of
them will be assigned to this new read-only group, and their weights will be
allocated by the system automatically by default.

Existing read-only group

Specify an existing read-only group. If multiple instances are purchased at a time,
all of them will be assigned to this read-only group. Their weights will be allocated
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as configured in the read-only group. If assignment by the system is set for the
read-only group, the instances will be added to the group automatically according
to the purchased specifications. If custom allocation is set, their weights will be
zero by default. As the same private IP is shared within a read-only group,
if a VPC is used, the same security group settings will be shared. If a
read-only group is specified, it is not possible to customize any security
group when instances are purchased.

4. Return to the instance list. The status of the created read-only instance is Delivering. If the status changes to
Running, the instance has been successfully created.

Configuring read-only group
On the read-only group configuration page, you can configure the basic information of the group such as name,
removal policy, delay threshold, least read-only instances, and read weight.

：

Note

Read-Only instances in a read-only group can use different specifications, and their read traffic weights can
be set.
Read-Only instances in the same read-only group can have different expiration dates and billing modes.

1. In the instance list, select a primary instance for which to set a read-only group, and click the instance ID or
Manage in the Operation column on the right to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, click the Read-Only Instance tab and click Configure to enter the read-only
group configuration page.
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3. In the pop-up window, configure the read-only group options.
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RO Group Name: the group name doesn't have to be unique and can contain up to 60 letters, digits, hyphens,
underscores, and dots.
Remove Delayed RO Instances: this option indicates whether to enable the removal policy. If a read-only
instance is removed, its weight will be automatically set to 0.
Delay Threshold: this sets a delay threshold for the read-only instance. When the threshold is exceeded, the
instance will be removed from the read-only group.
Least RO Instances: this is the minimum number of instances that should be retained in the read-only group.
When there are fewer instances in the read-only group, even if an instance exceeds the delay threshold, it will
not be removed.
Assign Read Weight: the read-only group allows for two types of weight assignment: system-assigned weights
and custom weights. A number between 0 and 100 must be used as the weight value. The system automatically
sets read weights for a SQL Server instance, as seen below.
Instance Specification

Weight

2,000 MB memory

1

4,000 MB memory

2

8,000 MB memory

2

12,000 MB memory

4

16,000 MB memory

4

24,000 MB memory

8

32,000 MB memory

8

48,000 MB memory

10

64,000 MB memory

12

96,000 MB memory

14

128,000 MB memory

16

244,000 MB memory

26

488,000 MB memory

50

Rebalance:
Modifying weight will only affect new loads if rebalancing is disabled. The operation has no impact on read-only
instances accessed by existing persistent connections and does not cause momentary database disconnection.
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If rebalancing is enabled, all connections to the database will be temporarily disconnected, and the loads of
newly added connections will be balanced according to the set weights.

Terminating and deleting read-only group
Read-Only groups cannot be deleted manually.
A read-only group will be automatically deleted when the last read-only instance in it is eliminated.
Empty read-only groups cannot be retained.
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Network and Security
Switching from Classic Network to VPC
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 14:53:53
This document describes how to switch the instance network from classic network to VPC in the TencentDB for SQL
Server console.

Network Types
There are two types of TencentDB network environments: classic network and VPC.
Classic network: It is the public network resource pool for all Tencent Cloud users. All your Tencent Cloud
resources will be centrally managed by Tencent Cloud.
VPC: It is a logically isolated network space that can be customized in Tencent Cloud. Even in the same region,
different VPCs cannot communicate with each other by default. Similar to the traditional network in an IDC, a VPC
is where your Tencent Cloud service resources are managed.

Overview
Tencent Cloud supports classic network and VPC, which are capable of offering a diversity of smooth services. On
this basis, we provide the classic network to VPC switch feature to help you manage network connectivity with ease.

Supported Instance Types
Primary and read-only instances on all versions.

Notes
Currently, you can only switch from classic network to VPC but not vice versa.
After the switch, VPC access will take effect immediately. The original classic network access will be retained for
24 hours; therefore, other instances associated to the instance should be migrated to VPC within 24 hours so as to
guarantee uninterrupted access.
If Valid Hours of Old IP is set to 0, the IP will be released immediately after the network is changed. Then, you
can only access the instance over the VPC.
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After you switch the primary instance's network, the networks of read-only instances associated with the primary
instance won't be automatically switched, that is, you need to manually switch them.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select the region, and click Instance ID/Name of the target
instance.
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2. On the Instance Details page, click Switch to VPC in Basic Info > Network.

3. In the pop-up window, select a VPC, set Valid Hours of Old IP, select Auto-Assign IP or Specify IP, and click
OK.
Select Network: After a VPC is selected, only servers in it can access the database.
Valid Hours of Old IP: You can select 0–168 hours. If it is set to 0, the old IP will be repossessed immediately.
Auto-Assign IP: The system automatically assigns the new IP address.
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Specify IP: You can customize the subnet IP address.

4. The classic network is successfully switched to VPC when the instance status becomes Running.
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Changing Network (from VPC to VPC)
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 14:53:53
This document describes how to change the instance network in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Network Types
There are two types of TencentDB network environments: classic network and VPC.
Classic network: It is the public network resource pool for all Tencent Cloud users. All your Tencent Cloud
resources will be centrally managed by Tencent Cloud.
VPC: It is a logically isolated network space that can be customized in Tencent Cloud. Even in the same region,
different VPCs cannot communicate with each other by default. Similar to the traditional network in an IDC, a VPC
is where your Tencent Cloud service resources are managed.

Overview
Tencent Cloud supports classic network and VPC, which are capable of offering a diversity of smooth services. On
this basis, we provide the VPC change feature to help you manage network connectivity with ease.

Supported Instance Types
Primary and read-only instances on all versions.

Notes
Changing the network will change the instance IP. The original IP will become invalid after 24 hours by default.
Modify the instance IP on the client promptly.
If Valid Hours of Old IP is set to 0, the IP will be released immediately after the network is changed.
You can select a VPC and subnet in any AZ in the same region where the instance resides.

Directions
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1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select the region, and click Instance ID/Name of the target
instance.

2. On the Instance Details page, click Change Network in Basic Info > Network.
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3. In the pop-up window, select a VPC, set Valid Hours of Old IP, select Auto-Assign IP or Specify IP, and click
OK.
Select Network: After a VPC is selected, only servers in it can access the database.
Valid Hours of Old IP: You can select 0–168 hours. If it is set to 0, the old IP will be repossessed immediately.
Auto-Assign IP: The system automatically assigns the new IP address.
Specify IP: You can customize the subnet IP address.

4. The VPC is changed successfully when the instance status becomes Running.
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Enabling/Disabling Public Network Address
：

Last updated 2022-11-24 16:51:19

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports private and public network addresses. By default, a private network address is
provided for you to access your instance over the private network. If you want to access your instance at its public
network address, you need to enable the public network address, which can be disabled as needed.

Notes
After enabling the public network address, you can access your TencentDB for SQL Server instance by using the
system-assigned domain name and port. It takes about five minutes for the configuration to take effect.
After the public network access is enabled, it will be controlled by the security group policy. You should configure
the database access source in the security group's inbound rules and open the protocol ports (both the private
network port (1433 by default) and public network port) as instructed in Configuring Security Group.
Enabling the public network address will expose your database services to the public network, which may lead to
database intrusions or attacks. We recommend you use the private network to connect to the database in the
production environment, as public network access may become unavailable due to uncontrollable factors, such as
DDoS attacks and large traffic surges.
Accessing an instance at the public network address will undermine the security of the instance, and service
availability will not be guaranteed by SLA. Therefore, we recommend you access your instance at the public
network address only when developing, testing, or managing databases. To make transfer faster and ensure a
higher security level, use the private network address for database connection. Do not use the public network to
sustain the business load, and if you need this, we recommend you enable public network access through CLB.
Currently, enabling the public network address and the public network traffic generated subsequently are free of
charge, but the stability of the public network bandwidth and traffic cannot be guaranteed.
The instance service downtime caused by public network errors won't be counted into the "Single Instance Service
Downtime" in TencentDB for SQL Server Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Prerequisites
The network of the instance is a VPC.
The instance is in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu, Chongqing, Nanjing or Hongkong region.
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Private/Public network address description
Address
Type

Private
network
address

Public
network
address

Description
A private network address is an IP address that cannot be accessed by an external device on the
internet. It is the implementation form of the Tencent Cloud private network service.
A private network address is provided by the system by default and cannot be disabled. You can
switch the network type though.
If your CVM and TencentDB for SQL Server instances are in the same VPC or classic network in
the same region under the same Tencent Cloud root account, they can be interconnected over the
private network, and there is no need to enable the public network address.
It is highly secure.
A public network address is a non-reserved address on the internet.
A public network address needs to be manually enabled and can be disabled when no longer
needed.
As a public network address lowers the instance's security level, it should be used with caution.
A device not in Tencent Cloud can access a TencentDB for SQL Server instance at its public
network address.

Enabling the public network address
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region and click the ID or Manage in the Operation column of the target instance in the instance list.
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3. On the Instance Details tab, click Enable in Basic Info > Public Network Address.

4. In the Enabling public network window, read the note, indicate your consent, and click OK (before the public
network address is enabled, a note will be displayed depending on whether a security group is configured).

：

Note

After the public network address is enabled, it can be viewed in Basic Info. The public network access can
be toggled off. When it is enabled again, the public network address corresponding to the domain name
remains the same.
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If your instance is bound to a security group, and no high-risk policy is involved, the public network address can be
enabled.
If your instance is bound to a security group, but there is a high-risk inbound rule such as 0.0.0.0/0 or
::/0 , a note will be displayed as follows:

If your instance is not bound to a security group, enabling public network access will lead to a high risk, and a note
will be displayed as follows:
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5. After the instance status becomes Running, you can view the public network address on the instance details page.

Disabling the public network address
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region and click the ID or Manage in the Operation column of the target instance in the instance list.
3. On the Instance Details tab, click Disable in Basic Info > Public Network Address.
4. In the Disabling public network pop-up window, click OK.

：

Note

After it is disabled, you can no longer use the domain name and port to access TencentDB for SQL Server
over the public network. To minimize potential losses, make sure that no public address is used in your
system before disabling it.
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Enabling Public Network Access Through
CLB
：

Last updated 2022-11-07 18:20:43
TencentDB for SQL Server supports both private and public network addresses, with the former enabled by default for
you to access your instance over the private network and the latter enabled or disabled as needed. To access your
database instance from a Linux or Windows CVM instance over the public network, you can enable the public network
address. You can also enable public network access through CLB, but you must configure security group rules in this
case.
This document describes how to enable public network access through CLB, connect to the instance through SQL
Server Management Studio (SSMS), and run a simple query.

Step 1. Purchase a CLB instance

：

Note

If you already have a CLB instance in the same region as TencentDB for SQL Server, skip this step.
Go to the CLB purchase page, select the configuration, and click Buy Now.
!
Region: You need to select the region where the TencentDB for SQL Server instance is.
Network: You can select the same VPC as the instance or a different VPC.

Step 2. Configure the CLB instance
The following describes how to configure the CLB instance in the same VPC as the database instance and in a
different VPC respectively.

Scenario 1. Deploying the CLB instance in the same VPC as the TencentDB for SQL Server
instance
1. Enable cross-VPC access so that the CLB instance can be bound to another private IP.
a. Log in to the CLB console, select the region, and click the target instance ID in the instance list to enter the
instance management page.
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b. On the Basic Info page, click Configure in the Real Server section.
c. In the pop-up window, click Submit.
2. Configure a public network listener port.
a. Log in to the CLB console, select the region, and click the target instance ID in the instance list to enter the
instance management page.
b. On the instance management page, select the Listener Management tab and click Create below
TCP/UDP/TCP SSL Listener.
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c. In the pop-up window, complete the settings and click Submit.

Scenario 2. Deploying the CLB instance in a different VPC as the TencentDB for SQL Server
instance
1. Enable cross-VPC access so that the CLB instance can be bound to another private IP.
a. Log in to the CLB console, select the region, and click the target instance ID in the instance list to enter the
instance management page.
b. On the Basic Info page, click Configure in the Real Server section.
c. In the pop-up window, click Submit.
d. Click Add SNAT IP under Backend service.
e. In the pop-up window, select a Subnet, click Add next to Assign IP, select Auto or manually enter the assigned
IP, and click Save.
2. Configure a public network listener port.
a. Log in to the CLB console, select the region, and click the target instance ID in the instance list to enter the
instance management page.
b. On the instance management page, select the Listener Management tab and click Create below
TCP/UDP/TCP SSL Listener.
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c. In the pop-up window, complete the settings and click Submit.

Step 3. Bind a TencentDB for SQL Server instance
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1. After creating the listener, click it in Listener Management and click Bind on the right.

2. In the pop-up window, select Other Private IPs as the object type, enter the IP address and port of the TencentDB
for SQL Server instance, and click OK.

：

Note

The login account must be a standard account (bill-by-IP). If binding fails, submit a ticket for assistance.

Step 4. Configure the TencentDB for SQL Server security group
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, select a region, and click the ID of the target instance in the
instance list or Manage in the Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Security Group tab, click Configure Security Group, configure
the security group rule to open all ports, and confirm that the security group allows access from public IPs. For more
information on configuration, see Configuring Security Group.
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Step 5. Connect to the TencentDB for SQL Server instance over the
public network
1. Download and install SSMS locally. For more information on SSMS, see What is SQL Server Management Studio
(SSMS)?.
2. Start SSMS locally. On the Connect to Server page, enter the relevant information to connect to TencentDB.
Click Connect and wait a few minutes before SSMS connects to your database instance.

Server type: Select Database Engine.
Server name: Enter the local IP address and port number of the CLB instance and separate them by comma, such
as 10.0.0.1,4000 .
Authentication: Select SQL Server Authentication.
Login and Password: Enter the account name and password you configured when creating the instance account
on the Account Management tab.
3. Once connected to the database, you can view the standard built-in system databases (master, model, msdb, and
tempdb) of SQL Server.
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4. Now you can start creating your own databases and running queries for them. Select File > New > Query with
Current Connection and type the following SQL query:
select @@VERSION
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Run the query. SSMS will return the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
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CAM
Overview
：

Last updated 2020-02-19 18:10:49

Known Issues
If you use multiple Tencent Cloud services such as CVM, VPC, and TencentDB that are managed by different users
sharing your Tencent Cloud account key, you may face the following problems:
Your key is shared by multiple users, leading to high risk of compromise.
You cannot limit the access permissions of other users, which poses a security risk due to potential faulty
operations.

Solution
You can allow different users to manage different services through sub-accounts so as to avoid the above problems.
By default, a sub-account doesn't have permission to use a Tencent Cloud service or related resources. Therefore,
you need to create a policy to grant the required permission to the sub-account.
Cloud Access Management (CAM) is a web-based Tencent Cloud service that helps you securely manage and control
access permissions to your Tencent Cloud resources. Using CAM, you can create, manage, and terminate users
(groups), and control the Tencent Cloud resources that can be used by the specified user through identity and policy
management.
When using CAM, you can associate a policy with a user or user group to allow or forbid them to use specified
resources to complete specified tasks. For more information on CAM policies, please see Policy Syntax.
If you do not need to manage the access permissions to TencentDB resources for sub-accounts, you can skip this
chapter. This will not affect your understanding and usage of other parts in the documentation.

Getting started
A CAM policy must authorize or deny the use of one or more TencentDB operations. At the same time, it must specify
the resources that can be used for the operations (which can be all resources or partial resources for certain
operations). A policy can also include the conditions set for the manipulated resources.
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You are recommended to manage TencentDB resources and authorize TencentDB operations through CAM
policies. Although the experience stays the same for existing users who are granted permission by project, it
is not recommended to continue managing resources and authorizing operations in a project-based manner.
Effectiveness conditions cannot be set in TencentDB for the time being.

Task

Link

Basic policy structure

Policy Syntax

Operation definition in a policy

TencentDB Operations

Resource definition in a policy

TencentDB Resource Path

Resource-level permission supported by TencentDB

Resource-level Permission Supported by TencentDB
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Authorization Policy Syntax
：

Last updated 2020-02-19 18:09:46

Policy Syntax
CAM policy:
{
"version":"2.0",
"statement":
[
{
"effect":"effect",
"action":["action"],
"resource":["resource"],
"condition": {"key":{"value"}}
}
]
}
version is required. Currently, only "2.0" is allowed.
statement describes the details of one or more permissions. This element contains a permission or permission set
of other elements such as effect, action, resource, and condition. One policy has only one statement.
effect describes whether the result produced by the statement is "allowed" (allow) or "denied" (deny). This element
is required.
action describes the allowed or denied action (operation). An operation can be an API (prefixed with "sqlserver:").
This element is required.
resource describes the details of authorization. A resource is described in a six-segment format. Detailed resource
definitions vary by product. This element is required.
condition describes the condition for the policy to take effect. A condition consists of operator, action key, and
action value. A condition value may contain information such as time and IP address. Some services allow you to
specify additional values in a condition. This element is required.

Operations in TencentDB for SQL Server
In a TencentDB for SQL Server policy statement, you can specify any API operation from any service that supports
TencentDB for SQL Server. APIs prefixed with sqlserver: should be used for TencentDB for SQL Server, such
as sqlserver:DescribeDBInstances or sqlserver:CreateAccount .
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To specify multiple operations in a single statement, separate them with commas, as shown below:
"action":["sqlserver:action1","sqlserver:action2"]
You can also specify multiple operations using a wildcard. For example, you can specify all operations beginning with
"Describe" in name, as shown below:
"action":["sqlserver:Describe*"]
If you want to specify all operations in TencentDB for SQL Server, use a wildcard as shown below:

：

"action" ["sqlserver:*"]

TencentDB for SQL Server Resources
Each CAM policy statement has its own resources.
Resources are generally in the following format:
qcs:project_id:service_type:region:account:resource
project_id describes the project information, which is only used to enable compatibility with legacy CAM logic and
can be left empty.
service_type describes the product abbreviation such as sqlserver.
region describes the region information, such as ap-guangzhou.
account is the root account of the resource owner, such as uin/653339763.
resource describes detailed resource information of each product, such as instance/instance_id1 or instance/*.
For example, you can specify a resource for a specific instance (mssql-m8oh024t) in a statement as shown below:

"resource":[ "qcs::sqlserver:ap-guangzhou:uin/653339763:instance/mssql-m8oh024t"]
You can also use the wildcard "*" to specify it for all instances that belong to a specific account as shown below:
"resource":[ "qcs::sqlserver:ap-guangzhou:uin/653339763:instance/*"]
If you want to specify all resources or a specific API operation does not support resource-level permission control, you
can use the wildcard "*" in the "resource" element as shown below:
"resource": ["*"]
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To specify multiple resources in a single command, separate them with commas. Below is an example where two
resources are specified:
"resource":["resource1","resource2"]
The table below describes the resources that can be used by TencentDB for SQL Server and the corresponding
resource description methods, where words prefixed with $ are placeholders, project refers to a project ID,
region refers to a region, and account refers to an account ID.
Resource

Resource Description Method in Authorization Policy

Instance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$instanceId

VPC

qcs::vpc:$region:$account:vpc/$vpcId

Security group

qcs::cvm:$region:$account:sg/$sgId
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Authorizable Resource Types
：

Last updated 2020-03-27 17:24:03
Resource-level permission can be used to specify which resources a user can manipulate. TencentDB for SQL Server
supports certain resource-level permissions. This means that for TencentDB for SQL Server operations that support
resource-level permission, you can control the time when a user is allowed to perform operations or to use specified
resources. The following table describes the types of resources that can be authorized in CAM.
Resource Type
TencentDB instance-related
resource

Resource Description Method in Authorization Policy
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$instanceId

TencentDB for SQL Server supports resource-level authorization. You can allow a sub-account to have API
permissions for specific resources. The table below lists the TencentDB API operations which currently support
resource-level permission control as well as the resources and condition keys supported by each operation. When
specifying a resource path, you can use the "*" wildcard in the path.

Any TencentDB API operation not listed in the table does not support resource-level permission. For such an
operation, you can still authorize a user to perform it, but you must specify * as the resource element in the
policy statement.

API Name

Description

CreateAccount

Creates an
account

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

CreateBackup

Creates a
backup

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

CreateDB

Creates a
database

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

DeleteAccount

Deletes an
account

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

DeleteDB

Drops a
database

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
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Six-segment Example of Resource

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*
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API Name
DescribeAccounts

DescribeBackups

DescribeDatabaseNames

Description
Queries the

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

account list

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Queries the

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

backup list

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Queries
database

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

names
DescribeDBInstances

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

instance list

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

database
list

DescribeInstanceTasks

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Queries the

Queries the
DescribeDBs

Six-segment Example of Resource

Queries
instance
tasks

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Queries the
DescribeRollbackTime

DescribeSlowlogs

InquiryPriceRenewDBInstance

time range
available for
rollback

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

Queries the
slow log list

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

Queries the
renewal
price of an

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

instance
Queries the
InquiryPriceUpgradeDBInstance

upgrade
price of an

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

instance
Modifies
ModifyAccountPrivilege

account
permissions
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API Name

Description
Modifies

ModifyAccountRemark

ModifyBackupStrategy

account
remarks
Modifies the
time for
cold backup

ModifyDatabasePrivilege

Modifies
database
permissions

ModifyDBInstanceName

Renames
an instance
Modifies an

ModifyDBInstanceProject

ModifyDBName

instance
project

RenewDBInstance

ResetAccountPassword

RollbackInstance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

database

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

database
remarks

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Renews an

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

instance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

Resets an
account

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

Restarts an
instance
Restores a

RestoreInstance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/*

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

password
RestartDBInstance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

Renames a

Modifies
ModifyDBRemark

Six-segment Example of Resource

cold backup
instance
Rolls back
an instance
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API Name

Description

TerminateDBInstance

Terminates
an instance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in

UpgradeDBInstance

Upgrades
an instance

qcs::sqlserver:$region:$account:instance/$in
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Configuring Security Group
：

Last updated 2022-10-20 11:14:34

Overview
A security group is a stateful virtual firewall capable of filtering. As an important means for network security isolation
provided by Tencent Cloud, it can be used to set network access controls for one or more TencentDB instances.
Instances with the same network security isolation demands in one region can be put into the same security group,
which is a logical group. TencentDB and CVM share the security group list and are matched with each other within the
security group based on rules. For specific rules and limitations, see Security Group Overview.

：

Note

TencentDB for SQL Server security group currently only supports network access control for VPCs and
public network but not the classic network.
Security groups that currently support public network access are available only in Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Beijing, and Chengdu.
As TencentDB doesn’t have any active outbound traffic, outbound rules don’t apply to it.
TencentDB for SQL Server security group supports primary and read-only instances.

Configuring Security Groups for TencentDB
Step 1. Create a security group
1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. Select Security Group on the left sidebar, select a region, and click Create.
3. In the pop-up dialog window, configure the following items, and click OK.
Template: Select a template based on the service to be deployed on the TencentDB instance in the security group,
which simplifies the security group rule configuration.
Template

Description

Scenario

Open all ports

All ports are opened to the public and private networks.
This may expose your database instances to security

-

threats.
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Open ports 22, 80,
443, and 3389 and the

Ports 22, 80, 443, and 3389 and the ICMP protocol are
opened to the internet. All ports are opened to the private

This template does
not take effect for

ICMP protocol

network.

TencentDB.

Custom

You can create a security group and then add custom
rules. For detailed directions, see "Step 2. Add a security

-

group rule" below.

Name: Custom name of the security group.
Project: Select a project for easier management. By default, DEFAULT PROJECT is selected.
Notes: A short description of the security group for easier management.

Step 2. Add a security group rule
1. On the Security Group page, click Modify Rule in the Operation column on the row of the security group for which
to configure a rule.
2. On the security group rule page, click Inbound Rules > Add Rule.
3. In the pop-up dialog box, set the rule.
Type: "Custom" is selected by default. You can also choose another system rule template. “SQL Server(1433)” is
recommended.
Source or Target: Traffic source (inbound rules) or target (outbound rules). You need to specify one of the
following options:
Source or Target
A single IPv4 address or an IPv4
range

A single IPv6 address or an IPv6
range

Description
In CIDR notation, such as 203.0.113.0 , 203.0.113.0/24 or
0.0.0.0/0 , where 0.0.0.0/0 indicates all IPv4 addresses
will be matched.
In CIDR notation, such as FF05::B5 , FF05:B5::/60 , ::/0
or 0::0/0 , where ::/0 or 0::0/0 indicates all IPv6
addresses will be matched.

ID of referenced security group.

Current security group: CVMs associated with the current security

You can reference the ID of:
Current security group

group.
Other security group: ID of another security group in the same

Other security group
Reference an IP address object or
IP address group object in a

region that belongs to the same project.

-

parameter template.
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Protocol Port: Enter the protocol type and port range or reference a protocol/port or protocol/port group in a
parameter template management.

：

Note

To connect to TencentDB for SQL Server, port 1433 must be opened.

Policy: Allow or Reject. Allow is selected by default.
Allow: Traffic to this port is allowed.
Reject: Data packets will be discarded without any response.
Notes: A short description of the rule for easier management.
4. Click Complete.
Use case
Scenario: You have created a TencentDB for SQL Server instance and want to access it from a CVM instance.
Solution: When adding security group rules, select SQL Server(1433) in "Type" to open port 1433.
You can also set Source to all or specific IPs (IP ranges) as needed to allow them to access TencentDB for SQL
Server from a CVM instance.
Inbound or
Outbound

Inbound

Type

SQL
Server(1433)

Source

Protocol and

Policy

Port

All IPs: 0.0.0.0/0
Specific IPs: Specify IPs or IP
ranges

TCP:1433

Allow

Step 3. Configure a security group
A security group is an instance-level firewall provided by Tencent Cloud for controlling inbound traffic of TencentDB.
You can associate a security group with an instance when purchasing it or later in the console. The operations for
configuring security groups in two scenarios are as detailed below:

：

Note

Currently, security groups can be configured only for TencentDB for SQL Server instances in VPC.

Scenario 1: Associate a security group with an instance when purchasing it
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After the security group is created, you can associate a security group with an instance when purchasing it, and also
you can quickly locate the target group by multiple selection and fuzzy search.
1. Log in to TencentDB for SQL Server purchase page.
2. Click the parameter Security Group>Existing Security Group, and select the target security group in the box.
Multiple selection and fuzzy search are supported for quickly locating the target group.

3. After setting all the parameters, click Buy Now.

：

Note

You can delete the redundant associated security groups after selecting multiple of them. At least one
security group is reserved by default.

Scenario 2: Associate a security group with an instance after purchasing it in the console
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console. In the instance list, select the instance for which to configure a
security group and click Manage in the "Operation" column to enter the instance management page.
2. Select Security Group ** tab, and click **Configure Security Group
3. In the pop-up dialog box, select the security group to be bound and click OK.

Importing Security Group Rules
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1. On the Security Group page, click the ID/name of the desired security group.
2. On the inbound rule or outbound rule tab, click Import Rule.
3. In the pop-up dialog box, select an edited inbound/outbound rule template file and click Import.

：

Note

As existing rules will be overwritten after importing, we recommend that you export the existing rules before
importing new ones.

Cloning Security Groups
1. On the Security Group page, locate the desired security group and click More > Clone in the Operation column.
2. In the pop-up dialog box, select the target region and target project, enter the new security group name, and click
OK. If the new security group needs to be associated with a CVM instance, do so by managing the CVM instances
in the security group.

Deleting Security Groups
1. On the Security Group page, locate the security group to be deleted and click More > Delete in the Operation
column.
2. Click OK in the pop-up dialog box. If the current security group is associated with a CVM instance, it must be
disassociated before it can be deleted.
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Account Management
Creating Account
：

Last updated 2022-05-27 16:35:46

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports creating and deleting accounts and modifying account permissions on the
Manage Account page in the console. Such operations cannot be performed in Microsoft SQL Server Management.

：

Note

The created account name and password will be used when connecting to TencentDB for SQL Server. Please
store them properly.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console and click an instance ID or Manage in the Operation column to
enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select Manage Account > Create Account and enter relevant information in
the pop-up window. After confirming that everything is correct, click OK.

Account Name: it is required, can contain 1–50 letters, digits, or underscores,
and must start with a letter.

Admin: it is optional. Each TencentDB for SQL Server instance can have one admi
n account, which has read/write permissions to all databases by default. A newl
y added database will be automatically authorized for the admin account with no
manual authorization required.

：

Note

There are three types of account permissions in TencentDB for SQL Server:
Admin: by default, it has read/write permissions to all databases. Only one admin account can be set for
one instance.
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Read/Write: it has read/write permissions to authorized databases and can perform database changes.
Read-only: it has read-only permission to only authorized databases and cannot perform changes.

Database: it is optional. You can set the permissions (read/Write or read-only) that the account has to the database
when creating an account. You can also grant permissions when modifying permissions or creating databases.
Password: it is required and should be a combination of 8–32 characters comprised of at least two of the following
types: letters, digits, and special symbols (_+-&=!@#$%^*()[]).
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Account Remarks: it is optional and can contain up to 256 characters.
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3. After the account is created, you can perform operations such as Remove Admin, Modify Permissions, Reset
Password, and Delete Account in the account list.
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Deleting Account
：

Last updated 2022-05-09 16:52:54

Overview
To disable a created database account, you can delete it in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

：

Note

In order to avoid accidental deletion from interrupting normal use by your business, you need to make sure that
the database account to be deleted is no longer used by any applications.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Manage Account tab, select the target account, and click Delete
Account in the Operation column.

3. In the pop-up window, confirm the information and click Delete.
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Modifying Account Permissions
：

Last updated 2022-05-09 16:51:46

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports modifying account permissions as needed. However, permissions of the admin
account cannot be changed to specified permissions.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Account Management tab, select the desired account, and click
Set Permissions in the Operation column.

3. In the pop-up window, select or deselect the authorized databases or permissions and click OK to complete the
modification.
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Resetting Password
：

Last updated 2022-05-09 16:49:23

Overview
If you forgot your database account password or need to change it while using TencentDB for SQL Server, you can
reset it in the console.

：

Note

For TencentDB for SQL Server, the password resetting feature has been connected to CAM; therefore, we
recommend you exercise tighter control over the permission to the password resetting API or sensitive
resources of TencentDB for SQL Server instances by granting such permission only to appropriate
personnel.
For data security, we recommend you regularly reset the password at least once every three months.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Account Management tab, select the target account, and click
Reset Password in the Operation column.

3. In the pop-up window, enter and confirm the new password and click OK.

：

Note

The password should be a combination of 8–32 chars comprised of at least two of the following types:
letters, digits, and special symbols (_+-&=!@#$%^()).
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Database Management
Creating Database
：

Last updated 2022-12-02 12:04:26

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server allows you to create databases on the Database Management page in the console and
authorize accounts for database access.

Maximum number of databases created in a single instance

：

Note

In a High Availability or Cluster Edition instance, if you use the default value of 0 for the max worker
threads parameter, you cannot create more than 100 databases. To create more databases, you must
set this parameter to 20,000 as instructed in Setting Instance Parameters.
If the instance only has one CPU core, we recommend that you keep the database limit at 70 to guarantee
instance stability.

SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise instances don't support lifting the database quantity limit, which is 70. The limit in
other SQL Server instances is subject to the number of instance CPU cores as calculated below:
High Availability Edition
2012 Standard/Enterprise
2014 Standard/Enterprise
2016 Standard/Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:

Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it to one decimal place, multiply the result by 40, and add
the product to 80 to get the value X. The smaller value between X and 300 is the maximum number of databases.
For example, you can create up to 160 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2014 Enterprise instance.
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Cluster Edition
2017 Enterprise
2019 Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:

Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it to one decimal place, multiply the result by 40, and add
the product to 120 to get the value Y. The smaller value between Y and 340 is the maximum number of databases.
For example, you can create up to 200 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2017 Enterprise instance.
Basic Edition
2008 R2 Enterprise
2012 Enterprise
2014 Enterprise
2016 Enterprise
2017 Enterprise
2019 Enterprise
Maximum number of databases:

Extract the square root of the CPU core quantity, round it down to the nearest integer, and multiply the result by 100
to get the value N. The smaller value between N and 400 is the maximum number of databases. For example, you
can create up to 200 databases in a 4-core 16 GB MEM SQL Server 2017 Enterprise instance.
Table of instance CPU core quantity and corresponding maximum database quantity
Maximum number of databases in Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition
Maximum number of databases in Basic Edition

CPU Cores

Dual-Server High Availability Edition

Cluster Edition

1

70

70

2

136

176

4

160

200

8

193

233
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CPU Cores

Dual-Server High Availability Edition

Cluster Edition

12

218

258

16

240

280

24

275

315

32

300

340

48

300

340

64

300

340

96

300

340

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console and click the ID of the target instance in the instance list or
Manage in the Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Database Management tab, click Create Database, set
configuration items in the pop-up window, confirm that everything is correct, and click OK.
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Database Name: It can contain up to 32 letters, digits, and underscores and must start with a letter.
Supported Character Set: Select the character set to be used by the database. Currently, most native character
sets are supported.
Authorize Account: You can authorize existing accounts to access the database. If you haven't created an account
yet, see Creating Account.
Remarks: It can contain up to 256 characters.
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Setting Database Permissions
：

Last updated 2022-07-18 14:23:40

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server allows you to grant and modify database account permissions. You cannot modify the root
account's permissions because it has read/write access to all databases in a TencentDB for SQL Server instance. On
the database management page, you can grant other accounts read/write or read-only access to created databases.

Prerequisites
You have created an account other than the root account in your TencentDB for SQL Server instance as instructed
in Creating Accounts.
You have created at least one database in your TencentDB for SQL Server instance as instructed in Creating
Database.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Database Management, find the target database, and click Set
Permissions in its Operation column.
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4. In the pop-up window, select the target account on the left and permissions to be granted on the right and click OK.

：

Note

You can batch set permissions. On the database management page, select multiple databases and click
Batch Management > Batch Reset Permissions at the top.
Batch resetting permissions will clear all set database account permissions; that is, account permissions
of the selected databases will be reset.
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Cloning Database
：

Last updated 2022-05-31 16:56:58

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server provides the database cloning feature for you to quickly clone an existing database to your
current instance. You need to specify the new database name during cloning, while other information items such as
account permissions of the new database are the same as those of the source database.

Prerequisites
The source database is in Running status.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Database Management, find the target database, and click Clone in
its Operation column.
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4. In the pop-up window, name the new database and click OK.
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Deleting Database
：

Last updated 2022-05-09 16:47:11

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports deleting databases on the Manage Database tab in the console.

：

Note

Batch database deletion is not supported currently.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to enter the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Manage Database tab, select the database to be deleted in the list,
and click Delete in the Operation column.

：

Note

Before deleting the database, please make sure that there are no active connections using the database. If
any active connection is detected during the deletion process, the deletion operation will be suspended.

3. In the pop-up window, confirm the information and click Delete.
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Setting Change Data Capture (CDC)
：

Last updated 2022-03-29 15:22:24
Change data capture (CDC) is used to capture insertions, updates, and deletion applied to SQL Server tables and
provide the details of these changes in a convenient relational format.
The change table used for CDC contains the columns of the column structure of the source table tracked by the
image, as well as the metadata required for understanding the changes that have occurred. After CDC is enabled for a
table, all DML and DDL operations on it will be recorded, which helps track changes to it.

Enabling/Disabling CDC for One Database
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Database Management tab, select the row of the target database,
and click Other > Enable/Disable CDC in the Operation column.

3. The pop-up window displays the name and current CDC status of the database. After enabling or disabling CDC,
click OK.
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You can view the task progress of enabling or disabling CDC through Current Task in the top-right corner of the
Database Management tab.

Batch Enabling/Disabling CDC for Multiple Databases
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID to access the instance
management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Database Management tab, select the rows of the target
databases, and click Batch Management > Batch Enable/Disable CDC at the top of the list.
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3. The pop-up window displays the names and current CDC status of the selected databases. After enabling or
disabling CDC, click OK.

You can view the task progress of enabling or disabling CDC through Current Task in the top-right corner of the
Database Management tab.
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Setting Change Tracking (CT)
：

Last updated 2022-03-29 15:23:08
Change tracking (CT) can be applied to track a specific table or even column in a database. When you perform an
addition, modification, or deletion operation in a table with CT enabled, the system will automatically generate a
version number for the operation and record the operation information, including the operation timestamp, operation
type, and primary key of the affected data.
CT only records whether the rows in the table have been changed but not the changed data, so it has little impact on
the performance of data operations. Such information will be recorded in the SQL Server system table and
automatically cleared and maintained by the system.

Enabling/Disabling CT for One Database
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Database Management tab, select the row of the target database,
and click Other > Enable/Disable CT in the Operation column.

3. The pop-up window displays the name and current CT status of the database. After enabling or disabling CT, click
OK. If you enable CT, you can set the data retention period.
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You can view the task progress of enabling or disabling CT through Current Task in the top-right corner of the
Database Management tab.

Batch Enabling/Disabling CT for Multiple Databases
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID to access the instance
management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Database Management tab, select the rows of the target
databases, and click Batch Management > Batch Enable/Disable CT at the top of the list.
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3. The pop-up window displays the names and current CT status of the databases. After enabling or disabling CT,
click OK. If you enable CT, you can set the data retention period.

You can view the task progress of enabling or disabling CT through Current Task in the top-right corner of the
Database Management tab.
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Shrinking Database
：

Last updated 2022-03-29 15:21:33
TencentDB for SQL Server supports reducing database size by shrinking all database files to release unused space.
This document describes how to shrink a database in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Shrinking One Database
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance management page.
2. On the Database Management tab, locate the row of the database to be shrunk and click Other > Shrink
Database in the Operation column.

3. The pop-up window displays the database name and the ratio of remaining space. Currently, only shrinking to 10%
of the free space is supported.

：

Note

Only 10% of the database's free space will remain once it has been shrunk. However, if 10% of free space is
less than 2 GB, the free space will be shrunk to 2 GB.
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You can view the task progress of database shrinking through Running Tasks in the top-right corner of the
Database Management tab.

Batch Shrinking Databases
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance management page.
2. On the Database Management tab, select the rows of the databases to be shrunk and click Batch Management
> Batch Shrink Databases at the top of the list.
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3. The pop-up window displays the database names and the ratios of remaining space. Currently, only shrinking to
10% of the free space is supported.

：

Note

Only 10% of the database's free space will remain once it has been shrunk. However, if 10% of free space is
less than 2 GB, the free space will be shrunk to 2 GB.
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You can view the task progress of database shrinking through Running Tasks in the top-right corner of the

Database Management tab.
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Parameter Configuration
Setting Instance Parameters
：

Last updated 2022-03-29 15:24:05
You can view and modify certain parameters and query parameter modification logs in the TencentDB for SQL Server
console.

Notes
To ensure instance stability, only some parameters can be modified in the console. These parameters are
displayed on the Parameter Settings page.
If the modified parameter requires instance restart to take effect, the system will ask you if you wish to restart. We
recommend you do so during off-peak hours and ensure that your application has a reconnection mechanism.

Batch Modifying Parameters
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID or Manage in the
Operation column to access the instance management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Parameter Configuration > Parameter Settings tab and click
Batch Modify Parameters.

3. Select the target parameters and modify their values in the Current Value column. After confirming that everything
is correct, click OK.
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4. In the pop-up window, select the Execution Mode and click OK.

：

Note

If you select Immediate execution, the parameter modification task will be executed and take effect
immediately.
If you select During maintenance time, the parameter modification task will be executed and take effect
during the instance maintenance time.
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Modifying One Parameter
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID to access the instance
management page.
2. On the instance management page, select the Parameter Configuration > Parameter Settings tab, select the

row of the target parameter, and click

in the Current Value column to modify its value.

3. Enter the target parameter value as prompted in the Current Value column and click

can click

to save the change. You

to cancel the operation.
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4. In the pop-up window, select the Execution Mode and click OK.

：

Note

If you select Immediate execution, the parameter modification task will be executed and take effect
immediately.
If you select During maintenance time, the parameter modification task will be executed and take effect
during the instance maintenance time.
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Viewing Parameter Modification Log
：

Last updated 2022-05-27 16:36:17
You can view parameter modification logs in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console. In the instance list, click an instance ID to access the instance
management page.
2. View the parameter modification logs in Parameter Configuration > Modification Log.
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Monitoring and Alarms
Viewing Monitoring Charts
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12
To make it easier for you to view and stay up to date with how instances work, TencentDB for SQL Server provides a
wide variety of performance monitoring metrics and convenient monitoring features (custom view, time comparison,
merged monitoring metrics, etc.).
This document describes how to view monitoring chart info in the console.

：

Note

If the number of tables in a single instance exceeds one million, database monitoring may be affected. Make
sure that the number of tables in a single instance is below one million.

Types of Instances for Monitoring
TencentDB for SQL Server primary and read-only instances can be monitored, and each instance is provided with a
separate monitoring view for easy query.

Viewing monitoring data
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.
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3. On the instance management page, select the System monitoring page to view monitoring metrics.

：

Note

On the instance list, you can also click the monitoring icon of the target instance to quickly view its
monitoring status.

Displaying Chart in Full Screen
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You can display a single metric in full screen for a clearer preview of metric data.

1, On System Monitoring} page, you can click icon

on the right of the corresponding metric to display the metric in

full screen.
After the preview data is displayed in full screen, you can click the X in the upper right corner to close the full screen
display window.

Exporting Data
You can export the desired metric data individually.

On System Monitoring} page, you can click icon

on the right of the corresponding metric to export data or pictures

of the metric to the local system.
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Selecting Monitoring Time Range
You can select or customize a time range to query the monitoring over this time period.
1. On [System Monitoring] page, click the time box.

2. In the pop-up window, you can select 5 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, 2 days, 7 days,
30 days, today, yesterday, the start and end date, or the time range of them, then click OK.

Adding Time Comparison
You can compare monitoring data from multiple time ranges by adding time comparisons.
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1. On [System Monitoring] page, click Add Time icon behind time box.

2. Select Week-over-Week (Last Week), Day-over-Day (Yesterday), or Custom Date from the drop-down list,
and click Ok.

Monitoring Granularity
You can view instance monitoring at different time granularities within the selected time period.
On [System Monitoring] page, select the time period, and then you can select the desired time granularity in the dropdown list after Time Granularity to view the monitoring data.

Time Periods and Corresponding Chart Granularities
Time period

Time granularity

5 minutes

10 seconds, 1 minute

30 minutes, 1 hour

10 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes

3 hours

10 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes, 1 hour

12 hours, today, yesterday

1 minute, 5 minutes, 1 hour
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Time period

Time granularity

24 hours, 2 days

1 minute, 5 minutes, 1 hour, 24 hours

7 days, 30 days

1 hour, 24 hours

Setting Refresh Time
You can set the refresh time on the system monitoring page (disabled by default) to observe changes of instance
monitoring in real time.

On System Monitoring} page, click the drop-down button after

to set time frequency of data refresh (30 seconds,

5 minutes, 30 minutes, and 1 hour are supported.).
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Monitoring Metrics
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12
This document describes the common monitoring metrics supported by TencentDB for SQL Server.

Monitoring Metrics
The monitoring of TencentDB for SQL Server supports 37 common metrics of SQL Server. You can collect statistics
of other metrics by configuring the performance counters of SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS).

：

Note

To view monitoring metrics at the system level, you can submit a ticket for assistance.

Category

CPU

Metric Name

Metric name (in

(in Chinese)

English)

Unit

Description

Total Processor
Time

%

Actual CPU utilization

Server memory

MB

Used size of the total memory

Max memory

KB

Maximum memory

Memory Usage

%

Memory utilization

Disk IOPS

IOPS

counts/sec

Number of disk reads/writes

Disk reads

Read IOPS

counts/sec

Number of disk reads per second

Disk writes

Write IOPS

counts/sec

Number of disk writes per second

Used
storage

Storage Space

GB

Total
processor
time
Memory
usage

Memory

Max memory
Memory
utilization

Storage

space
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Category

Metric Name

Metric name (in

(in Chinese)

English)

Free storage
space

Avg read IO
response
time
Avg write IO
response
time
Avg IO
response

Sec/Read

Avg. Disk
Sec/Write

ms

ms

Percentage of free disk space calculated
in the following way: (purchased disk
space - used storage space) / purchased
disk space
Average response time of each read IO
(monitoring at the system level)

Average response time of each write IO
(monitoring at the system level)

ms

Disk Reads/sec

counts/sec

Disk write IO
per sec

Disk Writes/sec

counts/sec

Number of disk write IO per second
(monitoring at the system level)

Total disk
IOPS

Disk
Transfers/sec

counts/sec

Number of total disk IOPS (monitoring at
the system level)

Disk queue

Disk Queue

length

Length

Inbound

Network Receive

traffic

Throughput

Outbound

Network
Transmit

Disk read IO
per sec

traffic
Network IO

-

KB/s

KB/s

Throughput

Average response time of each IO request
(monitoring at the system level)
Number of disk read IO per second
(monitoring at the system level)

Disk queue length (monitoring at the
system level)
Sum of all inbound packets of all
connections
Sum of all outbound packets of all
connections

Network IO waits

ms

Average network IO delay time

User
connections

User
Connections

-

Average number of user connections to
database per second

Logins/sec

Logins/sec

counts/sec

Number of logins per second

waits
Connection

Avg. Disk

%

Description

Avg. Disk
sec/Transfer

time

Network

Free Storage

Unit
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Category

Access

Metric Name
(in Chinese)

Metric name (in
English)

Unit

Description

Logouts/sec

Logouts/sec

counts/sec

Number of logouts per second

Slow queries

SlowQuery

-

Number of queries running for more than
one second

Requests

Batch Requests

counts/sec

Average number of requests per second

SQL
compilations

SQL
Compilations/sec

counts/sec

Average number of SQL compilations per
second

SQL recompilations

SQL ReCompilations/sec

counts/sec

Average number of SQL re-compilations
per second

Full Scans/sec

counts/sec

Number of full scans per second

Transactions

Transactions/sec

counts/sec

Number of transactions per second

Processes

Processes

blocked

blocked

-

Current number of processes blocked

Plan cache

Plan Cache:

hit ratio

Cache Hit Ratio

%

Hit ratio of the execution plan of each SQL

Buffer cache
hit ratio

Buffer cache hit
ratio

%

Buffer cache (memory) hit ratio

Lock

Lock

requests

Requests/sec

Full
scans/sec

Latch

counts/sec

Average number of lock requests per
second

Latch Waits/sec

counts/sec

Number of latch waits per second

Average wait
time

Average wait
time

Ms

Average wait time for each lock request
that causes a wait

Deadlocks

Number of
deadlocks/sec

counts/sec

Number of lock requests that cause
deadlocks per second

waits/sec

Lock

This is the specified threshold for
Blocked
process
threshold

Blocked process
threshold
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generating a blocked process report. If it
is exceeded, a blocked process report will
be generated. By default, no blocked
process reports will be generated
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Category
Other

Metric Name

Metric name (in

(in Chinese)

English)

User errors

User Error/sec
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Unit

Description

counts/sec

Average number of errors per second
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Setting Alarm Policies
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12

Overview
You can create alarm policies to trigger alarms and send alarm notifications when the Tencent Cloud service status
changes. The created alarm policies can determine whether an alarm needs to be triggered according to the
difference between the monitoring metric value and the given threshold at intervals.
You can take appropriate precautionary or remedial measures in a timely manner when the alarm is triggered by
changed product status. Therefore, properly created alarm policies can help you improve the robustness and reliability
of your applications. For more information on alarms, see Alarm Policy in Cloud Monitor.
To send an alarm for a specific status of a product, you need to create an alarm policy at first. An alarm policy is
composed of three compulsory components, that is, the name, type and alarm triggering conditions. Each alarm policy
is a set of alarm triggering conditions with the logical relationship "OR", that is, as long as one of the conditions is met,
an alarm will be triggered. The alarm will be sent to all users associated with the alarm policy. Upon receiving the
alarm, the user can view the alarm and take appropriate actions in time.

：

Note

Make sure that you have set the default alarm recipient; otherwise, no notifications will be sent based on the
default alarm policy of TencentDB.

Directions
1. Setting Alarm Policies
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console
2. Select the region at the top of the page, and click the instance ID in the instance list or Manage in the Operation
column of the target instance to enter the instance management page.
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3. On the instance management page, selectSystem Monitoring, and click any monitoring metric to enter alarm
policy page.
4. On the Create Alarm Policy page, set the policy name, policy type, project, alarm object, and trigger condition,
etc. After confirming that everything is correct, click Complete.
Policy Name: It can contain up to 30 characters.
Remarks: It can contain up to 100 characters.
Monitoring Type: Select Cloud Product Monitoring.
Policy Type: Select TencentDB for SQL Server.
Project: It is used for alarm policy classification and limit management, and it doesn’t have strong binding to
SQL Server instance project.
Alarm Object: the instance to be associated with the policy alarm. You can find the desired instance by
selecting the region where it is located or searching for its ID.
Trigger Condition: You can select Select template or Configure manually and Use preset trigger
condition (The common trigger conditions of the alarm policy for the corresponding cloud products are
automatically set according to the preset template of the system). An alarm trigger is a semantic condition
composed of metric, comparison, threshold, statistical period, and duration. For example, if the metric is disk
utilization, the comparison is >, the threshold is 80%, the statistical period is 5 minutes, and the duration is two
statistical periods, then the data on disk utilization of a database will be collected once every five minutes, and
an alarm will be triggered if the disk utilization exceeds 80% for two consecutive times.
Configure Alarm Notification: you can select a preset or custom notification template. Each alarm policy can

。

be bound to three notification templates at most. For more information, see Set Alarm Notification
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2. Associate Objects
After the alarm policy is created, you can associate alarm objects with it. When an alarm object satisfies an alarm
trigger condition, an alarm notification will be sent.
1. In the Alarm Policy list, click the name of an alarm policy to enter the alarm policy management page.
2. Click Add Object in the Alarm Object section.

3. In the pop-up dialog box, select the alarm objects to be associated with, and click OK.
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Setting Alarm Notification
：

Last updated 2022-07-04 15:31:56
This document describes how to set an alarm notification template in the console. When creating an alarm policy on
the alarm policy configuration page, you can select an existing template or create a new one for easy configuration.
You can also quickly apply the same template for multiple policies.
For more information on relevant limits and other descriptions, see Creating Notification Template.

Directions
1. Configure an alarm notification template
1. Log in to the CM console and select Notification Template on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create, enter information on the Create Notification Template page, confirm that everything is correct, and
click Complete.
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2. Configure an alarm notification
1. Log in to the CM console and select Alarm Policy on the left sidebar.
2 Click Create and select up to three alarm notification templates in Configure Alarm Notification in the
Configure Alarm Policy window.
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2. Click OK after configuring the alarm policy and notification.

3. After the configuration is completed, if an alarm is triggered by an exception, the system will send notifications to
the recipients via the specified channels (email, SMS, WeChat, WeCom, and phone call).

Relevant Operations
Setting Alarm Policy
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Viewing Alarm Records
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12
You can create alarm policies to trigger alarms and send notifications in the console when the TencentDB for SQL
Server instance status changes. The created alarm policies can determine whether an alarm needs to be triggered
based on the difference between the monitoring metric value and the given threshold at intervals.
You can view specific information of alarm records in the console, and quickly locate the problem for further
troubleshooting by alarm messages.
This document describes how to view alarm records in the console.For more information on feature description, see
Viewing Alarm Records.

Directions
1. Log in to the CM console, and select Alarm List on the left sidebar.
2. You can view alarm records in the alarm list.

：

Note

You can click icon to customize the displayed fields of alarm records in the list, including occurrence time,
monitoring type, policy type, alarm object, alarm content, duration, alarm status, policy name, end time,
alarm type, alarm reception, alarm channel, instance group, project, and network.

Select a time or a custom time range to view the target alarm records.
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Click Advanced Filter to view the target alarm records.

Enter alarm object in search box to view the target alarm records.
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Backup and Restoration
Backup Overview
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 14:26:53
The backup feature can help you avoid accidental data loss in case of system hardware or instance failure. To protect
your assets, TencentDB for SQL Server provides the data backup and restoration feature for you to archive data and
restore data to local databases.
This document describes the backup feature.

Backup Purposes
You can restore data from backups after a database or table is deleted maliciously or by mistake. This helps
guarantee data security and avoid data loss and corruption.

Backup Billing
Backups include data backups and log backups. For more information on billing, see Backup Space Billing.

Automatic Backup
TencentDB for SQL Server supports automatic backup settings. A data backup can be retained for up to 1,830 days.
You can set the automatic backup cycle. We recommend you back up your data at least twice a week.
You can restore data to any time point within the backup retention period as needed. Automatic backups cannot be
deleted manually and will be deleted automatically when they expire. For more information, see Configuring Automatic
Backup.

Manual Backup
Instance backup and multi-database backup are supported. You can manually create a backup file at any time for any
created database. The larger the backup file, the slower the manual backup. Generally, it takes about 5–120 minutes
to complete a manual backup. For more information, see Creating Manual Backup.
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Data Backup
You can back up one, multiple, or all databases in an instance. A backup file is retained for seven days by default. You
can also customize the retention duration (3–1,830 days). Once expired, a backup file will be deleted automatically;
therefore, download needed backup files to your local system promptly.

Log Backup
The system automatically generates a log backup (log file) every 30 minutes and uploads it to the cloud for storage.
You can download such log files.

Backup Policy
Backup policies include instance backup and multi-database backup. The former backs up all databases in an
instance, while the latter backs up selected databases.

Backup Task Settings
You can configure the global variables of manual and scheduled backups through Backup Task Settings. You can
set Upload Backup File to Archive file or Unarchived files and select the primary or replica instance for backup.
For more information, see Configuring Backup Task.

Backup File Format
The Upload Backup File option allows you to specify the format of backup files (Archive file or Unarchived files).
By default, backup files (i.e., .bak files) will be archived into a .tar file and then uploaded to COS. If you select
"Unarchived files" as the backup file format, the .bak file of each database in the instance will be directly uploaded to
COS without being archived.

Backup Task Execution
The Execute Backup Task option allows you to decide whether to back up on the primary or replica node. By
default, data is backed up on the primary node.
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Viewing and Downloading Backup
For easy backup query, management, and analysis, you can view and download backups in the console. You can also
query the information of all backups or backups for today, the past 7, 15, or 30 days, or a custom period, including
backup start/end time, name, policy, mode, file format, size, database, and status.

Viewing Backup Space
The backup space occupied by TencentDB for SQL Server instance backup files is allocated by region. It is
equivalent to the total storage capacity used by all database backups in a region, including automatic data backups,
manual data backups, and log backups.
Increasing the backup retention period or frequency will use more database backup space. You can view the backup
space statistics and trends of all instances in each region under your account as well as the real-time backup space
statistics of each instance.
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Backup Fees
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 14:53:06
TencentDB for SQL Server backup includes local backup and cross-region backup. The former stores the backup
files of all TencentDB for SQL Server instances in a local region, while the latter stores backup files in a non-local
region.
When you purchase TencentDB for SQL Server primary instances, you will receive free backup capacity. The backup
space range is calculated separately for each region of an account. Excess backup files will be charged if your backup
space exceeds the free tier. Note that the free tier is not applicable to cross-region backups, and as long as crossregion backup is enabled for your instances, all the generated cross-region backup files will incur fees.
This document describes backup fees. For more information, see:
Backup Space Billing
Cross-Region Backup Billing

Local Backup Billing Mode
Backup space is billed in pay-as-you-go mode. Fees will be charged for actual backup space usage beyond the free
tier.

Local Backup Pricing
Chinese Mainland

Hong Kong (China) and Other Countries/Regions

0.000113 USD/GB/hour

0.000127 USD/GB/hour

：

Note

Billable space of less than 1 GB is not billed, and a billable time period of less than one hour is counted as one
hour.

Cross-Region Backup Billing Mode
Cross-region backup fees consist of storage and traffic fees:
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Cross-region backup fees = cross-region backup storage fees + cross-region replication traffic fees

Cross-Region Backup Fees
Storage pricing
Cross-region backup storage fees are charged in a pay-as-you-go (postpaid) manner at the storage price of the
destination region as indicated below:
Chinese Mainland and Finance Zones

Hong Kong (China)

0.000113 USD/GB/hour

0.000127 USD/GB/hour

：

Note

Billable space of less than 1 GB is not billed, and a billable time period of less than one hour is counted as one
hour.

Traffic pricing
Cross-region backup traffic fees are charged based on the linkage between the source and destination regions in a
pay-as-you-go (postpaid) manner at the prices as indicated below:

Source Region of Cross-Region Backup

Destination Region of Cross-Region

Traffic Price

Backup

(USD/GB/Hour)

Chinese mainland (Beijing, Shanghai,

Chinese mainland (Beijing, Shanghai,

Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, and

Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, and

Nanjing)

Nanjing)

Finance zones (Beijing Finance, Shanghai

Finance zones (Beijing Finance, Shanghai

Finance, and Shenzhen Finance)

Finance, and Shenzhen Finance)

Hong Kong (China)

Chinese mainland (Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, and

0.09230769

0.15384615

0.35384615

Nanjing)
Finance zones (Beijing Finance, Shanghai
Finance, and Shenzhen Finance)
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Chinese mainland (Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, and
Nanjing)

0.12307692
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Source Region of Cross-Region Backup
Chinese mainland (Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, and
Nanjing)
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Destination Region of Cross-Region

Traffic Price

Backup

(USD/GB/Hour)

Finance zones (Beijing Finance, Shanghai
Finance, and Shenzhen Finance)

0.12307692
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Configuring Automatic Backup
：

Last updated 2022-08-04 15:57:42
TencentDB for SQL Server supports automatic backup and manual backup.
This document describes how to configure automatic backup in the console.

：

Note

Backup files are stored in a separate backup space and do not occupy the local disk space of the instance.
Do not perform DDL operations during the backup process to avoid backup failure caused by table locking.
Back up your data during off-peak hours.
Backup may take a long time if the data volume is large.

Notes on backup
Increasing the retention period of data and log backups may cause additional backup space fees.
Shortening the retention period of log backups may affect the data rollback cycle of the instance.
The free tier for backups is limited, and any excess will be billed on a pay-as-you-go basis.
Local backups are included in the free tier, while cross-region backups are not, that is, cross-region backups incur
fees.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Backup Management and click Auto-Backup Settings.
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4. In the pop-up window, set the following configuration items, read and select Backup Space Billing Description,
and click Save.
Start Time: It is customizable and recommended to be within off-peak hours.
For example, if the time range is set to 01:00–02:00, the system will initiate a backup at a time point during
01:00–02:00, which depends on the backend backup policy and backup system conditions.
Data Backup Retention Period: It is 7 days by default and customizable between 7 and 1,830 days. Backup
sets will be automatically deleted upon expiration.
Backup Cycle: Any time between Monday and Sunday can be selected for backup.

：

Note

To ensure the continuity between the data backup retention period and backup cycle:
If the backup retention period is set to a value smaller than seven days, the backup cycle will be daily,
with Monday through Sunday being selected by default.
If the backup retention period is set to a value equal to or greater than seven days, at least two
backups will be required every week. If you select only one, you cannot click Save.

Next Time: Set the time when the configured backup cycle will start.
Log Backup Retention Period: It is the same as the data backup retention period by default and cannot be
changed. Expired backup sets will be automatically deleted.
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Log Backup Frequency: Backup is performed once every 10 minutes by default.
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Creating Manual Backup
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 14:26:53
TencentDB for SQL Server supports automatic backup and manual backup. This document describes how to create a
manual backup in the console.

：

Note

Backup files are stored in a separate backup space and do not occupy the local disk space of the instance.
Do not perform DDL operations during the backup process to avoid backup failure caused by table locking.
Back up your data during off-peak hours.
Backup may take a long time if the data volume is large.

Prerequisites
Before performing manual backup, make sure that you have created a database. For more information, see Creating
Database.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the Backup Management tab, click Manual Backup.
4. In the pop-up window, enter the backup name, select the backup policy, and click OK.
Backup Name: Set the manual backup name, which can contain up to 64 letters, digits, or underscores.
Backup Policy:
Instance backup: Backs up all databases in the entire instance.
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Multi-database backup: Backs up selected databases.

：

Note

The time it takes to complete the backup is subject to the backup file size and ranges from around 5 to
120 minutes.

5. After the manual backup is completed, you can query it in the backup list on the Backup Management tab.
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Setting Backup Task
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 14:53:06
Backup task settings include global variables of manual and scheduled backup, such as the backup file format and
backup task execution option.
This document describes how to configure a backup task in the console.

：

Note

Only Cluster Edition 2017/2019 instances support configuring backup task execution options.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the Backup Management tab, click Backup Task Settings.
4. Specify configuration items in the pop-up window and click Save.
Upload Backup File: You can specify the format of backup files (Archive file or Unarchived files). By default,
backup files (i.e., .bak files) will be archived into a .tar file and then uploaded to COS. If you select "Unarchived
files" as the backup file format, the .bak file of each database in the instance will be directly uploaded to COS
without being archived.
Execute Backup Task: You can decide whether to back up on the primary or replica node. By default, data is
backed up on the primary node.
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Cross-Region Backup
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 14:53:07
This document describes the cross-region backup feature of TencentDB for SQL Server. This feature allows you to
store backup files in another region, which enhances the regulatory compliance and disaster recovery capabilities and
improves the data reliability.

Overview
Data is an important part of enterprise operations. Although the information technology brings convenience, it also
reveals that electronic data and stored information are very vulnerable to damage or loss. Any incident, such as
natural disaster, system failure, maloperation, or virus, can cause interruption of business operations or even
disastrous losses. Therefore, ensuring the security and integrity of core data is a top priority of every enterprise.
The cross-region backup feature of TencentDB for SQL Server can be used to store backup files in another region so
as to minimize data corruptions caused by natural disasters or system failures. This feature ensures the high
availability, security, and recoverability of data and implement various features, such as remote backup and
restoration, remote disaster recovery, long-term data archive, and regulatory compliance.
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Notes on cross-region backup
Cross-region backup doesn't affect the local default backup, and both coexist after cross-region backup is enabled.
Cross-region backup will be triggered after the local default automatic backup is complete, that is, the default
automatic backup is dumped to the storage device for cross-region backup.
Backup files in the cross-region backup space include automatic data backups and log backups, that is, local
automatic backups are automatically synced to the destination region for storage.
The retention period of cross-region backups is 7 days by default and customizable between 7 and 1,830 days.
Enabling/Disabling cross-region backup or changing the backup region won't affect existing backups.
The retention period of cross-region backups only affects their lifecycle.
Modifying the cross-region backup retention period will affect the lifecycle of existing cross-region backups.
Changing the backup region option for cross-region backup won't affect the backup and storage regions of existing
cross-region backups.
Cross-region backups stored in another region cannot use the free storage space provided for local backups.

Billing
Cross-region backup fees consist of storage and traffic fees:
Cross-region backup fees = cross-region backup storage fees + cross-region replication traffic fees
Cross-region backup storage and traffic fees are charged based on the destination region and the linkage between the
source and destination regions respectively in a pay-as-you-go manner.
For billing details, see Cross-Region Backup Billing.

Differences between cross-region backup and local backup
Item

Local Backup

Cross-Region Backup

Yes.

No. It needs to be enabled manually.

Instance region.

Destination region.

Enabled
by
default
Backup
storage
region
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Item
Region
for
backup
billing

Billing
cycle

Uses
the free
storage
space

Local Backup

Cross-Region Backup

The backup volume is counted in the backup

The backup volume is counted in the backup
space for the backup region of the primary

space for the backup region of the primary

instance, and backup fees are calculated at the

instance.

price of the backup storage region (i.e., the
destination region).

For a pay-as-you-go instance, local backups
are retained for three days by default after the

For a pay-as-you-go instance, local backups
are retained for three days by default after the

instance is moved to the recycle bin and are
terminated along with the instance after three

instance is moved to the recycle bin and are
terminated along with the instance after three

days.

days.

Yes.

No.

Before the backup size exceeds the free tier,
backups are free of charge. After the backup
size exceeds the free tier, the hourly
Backup
space
billing
rules

backup fees = (total size of
backup files - free tier) * backup
unit price
Billable space = data backup

After cross-region backup is enabled, all the
generated cross-region backup files will incur
fees.
Billable space (for the region
of the primary instance) = data
backup volume (automatic) + log

volume (automatic + manual) + log

backup volume (automatic) (all

backup volume (automatic) - free

values are for the destination

backup space (all values are for

region) .

the current region) .

Supported regions
Source Region

Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Chengdu, Chongqing,
Nanjing, Beijing Finance, Shanghai Finance, Shenzhen
Finance, and Hong Kong (China)
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Supported Destination Region
Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Chengdu,
Chongqing, Nanjing, Beijing Finance, Shanghai
Finance, and Shenzhen Finance.
Any region other than the source region, subject
to the supported regions as indicated in the
console.
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：

Note

Currently, you cannot perform a cross-region backup task from a Chinese mainland region to Hong Kong
(China).
Currently, cross-region backup is not supported outside the Chinese mainland but will be supported in more
regions in the future.

Enabling cross-region backup in the console
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, click the ID or Manage in the Operation column of the target instance to enter the Instance
Management page.
3. On the Instance Management page, select Backup Management and click Cross-Region Backup Settings.

4. In the Cross-Region Backup Settings window, set the following parameters and click Save.
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Parameter

Description

Cross-Region Backup

Switch for the cross-region backup feature, which can be toggled on.

Backup Region

The region where to store cross-region backups. Click the drop-down list to
select one or two target regions.

Cross-Region Backup

The period for retaining cross-region backup files, which can be set between 7

Retention Period

and 1,830 days.

Cross-Region Backup
Billing Notes

Enabling cross-region backup will incur additional charges. Read the notes
and indicate your consent.

Modifying cross-region backup settings

：

Note

Changing the backup region will affect the storage region of new backups only but not existing backups.
Modifying the cross-region backup retention period will affect the lifecycle of both existing and new crossregion backups.

Option 1
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, click the ID or Manage in the Operation column of the target instance to enter the Instance
Management page.
3. On the Instance Management page, select Backup Management and click Cross-Region Backup Settings.
4. In the Cross-Region Backup Settings window, modify the backup region and cross-region backup retention
period and click Save.
Option 2
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select Database Backup on the left sidebar, and select a region at the top of the Database Backup page.
3. On the Database Backup page, select Overview > Real-Time Backup Statistics > Cross-Region Backup.
4. In the cross-region backup list, click Cross-Region Backup Settings in the Operation column of the target
instance.
5. In the Cross-Region Backup Settings window, modify the backup region and cross-region backup retention
period and click Save.
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Disabling cross-region backup

：

Note

After cross-region backup is disabled, no cross-region backup files will be generated and billed.

Option 1
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, click the ID or Manage in the Operation column of the target instance to enter the Instance
Management page.
3. On the Instance Management page, select Backup Management and click Cross-Region Backup Settings.
4. In the Cross-Region Backup Settings window, toggle off the Cross-Region Backup feature.
5. In the pop-up window, select Retain or Delete and click OK.

：

Note

If Retain is selected, existing cross-region backup files will be retained and billed for the configured
cross-region backup retention period, which can be modified before cross-region backup is disabled.
If Delete is selected, existing cross-region backup files will be deleted when cross-region backup is
disabled.

Option 2
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select Database Backup on the left sidebar, and select a region at the top of the Database Backup page.
3. On the Database Backup page, select Overview > Real-Time Backup Statistics > Cross-Region Backup.
4. In the cross-region backup list, click Cross-Region Backup Settings in the Operation column of the target
instance.
5. In the Cross-Region Backup Settings window, toggle off the Cross-Region Backup feature.
6. In the pop-up window, select Retain or Delete and click OK.
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Viewing Backup List
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 14:53:07
TencentDB for SQL Server automatically backs up data based on the default backup settings. You can modify the
automatic or manual backup settings in the console. You can also view the backup files and relevant information in the
backup list.
This document describes how to view backup files in the console.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the Backup Management tab, view backup tasks in the data or log backup list.
The data backup list displays the backup start/end times, name, policy, file format, and size, database, region,
status, and operations (download, restore, delete).

The log backup list displays the file name, log data start/end times, backup size, backup region, and operation
(download).
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You can filter backup files by time (last hour, last 24 hours, today, last 7 days, last 30 days, or custom time
period).

You can search for data backup files in the search box on the right by backup name, database name, backup
policy, backup mode, or backup file format.

FAQs
1. Can I download or restore backup files that exceed the retention period?
Expired backup sets will be automatically deleted and cannot be downloaded or restored.
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We recommend you configure a reasonable backup retention period based on your business needs or download
the backup files in the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
You can also manually back up the instance data in the console, and manual backup files will be retained
permanently.

：

Note

Manual backups will also take up the backup space. We recommend you plan the usage of the backup
space appropriately to reduce costs.

2. Can I delete backups manually?
Automatic backups cannot be deleted manually. You can set the retention period for automatic backups, and they
will be deleted automatically upon expiration. If Cross-Region Backup is enabled, you can also set the retention
period for cross-region backup files, which will be deleted automatically upon expiration.
Manual backups can be manually deleted from the backup list in the TencentDB for SQL Server console. If they are
not manually deleted, they will be retained for the same period as automatic backups.
3. Can I disable data and log backups?
No. However, you can lower the backup frequency and delete manual backup files that are no longer used in the
TencentDB for SQL Server console to reduce the backup space usage.
4. How do I reduce the backup space costs?
Delete manual backups that are no longer used (on the Instance Management > Backup Management page in
the TencentDB for SQL Server console).
Reduce the frequency of automatic data backup for non-core businesses (you can adjust the backup cycle and
backup file retention period in the console, which should be at least twice a week).

：

Note

The rollback feature as described in Rolling back Database relies on the backup cycle and retention days of
data backups and log backups. Rollback will be affected if you reduce the automatic backup frequency and
retention period. You can select the parameters as needed.

Shorten the retention period of data and log backups for non-core businesses (a retention period of seven days can
meet the needs in most cases).
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Business Scenario

Recommended Backup Retention Period

Core businesses

7–1,830 days

Non-core, non-data
businesses
Archival businesses

Testing businesses

7 days
7 days. We recommend you manually back up data based on your actual business
needs and delete the backups promptly after use
7 days. We recommend you manually back up data based on your actual business
needs and delete the backups promptly after use

5. Can I download the backup files of an isolated instance?
Yes.
A pay-as-you-go instance will be isolated into the recycle bin 24 hours after expiration. At this time, rollback and
manual backup will be prohibited, but automatic backup can still be downloaded by clicking More in the Operation
column of the instance. Excessive backup space of the instance will continue to be billed until the instance is
eliminated.
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Downloading Backup
：

Last updated 2022-11-07 18:21:57
The TencentDB for SQL Server console provides the list of backup files that can be downloaded over the private or
public network. You can use the downloaded backups to restore data from one database to another (such as a selfbuilt one).
This document describes how to download a local or cross-region backup in the console.

Directions
Downloading the backup file of a running instance
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Backup Management and view the target backup file in the data or log
backup list.
To download an archive backup file, locate the backup record in the backup list, click Download in the
Operation column, and select a backup in the instance region to download a local backup, or select a backup in
another region to download a cross-region backup.

To download unarchived backup files, locate the backup record in the backup list, click View Details >
Download in the Operation column, and download the backup file of each database on the displayed download
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page.

4. In the pop-up window, get the file download address for fast download over the private network by running the
wget command, or directly click Download.

：

Note

We recommend you copy the private network download address, log in to a Linux CVM instance in the
same VPC as the TencentDB instance as instructed in Customizing Linux CVM Configurations, and run
the wget command for download over the private network at a higher speed.
The download address is valid for 15 minutes, after which you will need to enter the download page again
to get a new one.
The URL must be enclosed with quotation marks when wget is used for download.
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Downloading the backup file of an isolated instance
You can also download the backup file of an isolated instance.
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click More > Download Backup in the Operation
column to enter the backup download page.

To download an archive backup file, locate the backup record in the backup list, click Download in the
Operation column, and download the file on the displayed download page.
To download unarchived backup files, locate the backup record in the backup list, click View Details >
Download in the Operation column, and download the backup file of each database on the displayed download
page.
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Deleting Manual Backup
：

Last updated 2022-08-04 15:57:42
This document describes how to delete manual backup files in the console to reduce the backup space costs.
Automatic backup files cannot be manually deleted but will be automatically deleted upon expiration.

：

Note

Manual backups cannot be restored once deleted.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the target instance ID or Manage in the Operation
column to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select the Backup Management tab and click Delete in the Operation
column in the backup list.

4. In the pop-up window, confirm the backup file to be deleted and click OK.

：

Note

You can batch delete historical manual backup files. To do so, click Batch Delete Manual Backups, select
the time range of the files to be deleted in the settings window, and click OK.
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Viewing Backup Space
：

Last updated 2022-10-09 14:53:07
This document describes how to view the backup space in the console.

Overview
The backup space occupied by TencentDB for SQL Server instance backup files is allocated by region. It is
equivalent to the total storage capacity used by all database backups in a region, including local and cross-region
automatic data backups, manual data backups, and log backups. For cross-region backup, the backup volume is
counted in the backup space for the backup region of the primary instance, and backup fees are calculated at the
price of the backup storage region (i.e., the destination region).
Increasing the backup retention period or frequency will use more database backup space. You can view the backup
space statistics and trends of all instances in each region under your account as well as the real-time backup space
statistics of each instance.

Viewing the total backup
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the left sidebar, select Database Backup.
3. On the Database Backup page, select a region to view the backup space and number of all backups, data
backups, and log backups on the Overview tab, including those of local backup and cross-region backup.

：

Note

In the Total Backup section, you can view the usage details of the free space. Cross-region backup cannot
use the free space; in other words, the space used by the backup files generated by cross-region backup will
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incur fees.

Viewing the backup trend
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the left sidebar, select Database Backup.
3. On the Database Backup page, select a region. Then, you can view the trend of total local or cross-region backup
space size at the bottom of the Overview tab by time (last hour, last 24 hours, today, last 7 days, last 30 days, or a
selected custom time period).
Viewing the trend of local backup

Viewing the trend of cross-region backup
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Viewing real-time backup statistics
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the left sidebar, select Database Backup.
3. On the Database Backup page, select a region to view the real-time backup statistics at the bottom of the
Overview tab. For local backup, you can view the instance ID/name, backup space, data backup, log backup,
automatic backup, and manual backup. For cross-region backup, you can view the instance ID/name, cross-region
backup status, last backup region, backup retention period (day), last backup start time, total backup, data backup,
log backup, and operations (cross-region backup settings).
Viewing the real-time statistics of local backup

Viewing the real-time statistics of cross-region backup

：

Note

The list of real-time cross-region backup statistics displays only the information of instances with crossregion backup enabled as well as instances with cross-region backup disabled but with existing cross-region
backup files retained.

4. On the backup statistics page, you can search for an instance by instance ID to view its real-time backup statistics.
You can also perform various operations such as sorting statistical fields by space size, refreshing the statistics
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page, and downloading data.
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Rolling back Database
：

Last updated 2022-09-14 10:20:44

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server provides a rollback tool for rolling back an instance. Historical data can be re-constructed
by using the periodical backups and real-time transactions so as to roll back the instance to a specified time point
where the time slices of all data are guaranteed to be identical.
The retention period of TencentDB for SQL Server data backups is seven days by default and can be customized.
The retention period of log backups is the same as that of data backups. You can roll back the instance data to any
time point within the configured backup retention period. This document describes how to roll back an instance in the
console.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, click an instance ID to enter the instance details page, and click
Rollback in the top-right corner.
2. In the pop-up window, select the database to be rolled back, set the rollback time, decide whether to overwrite the
original database, and click Next.

：

Note

Rollback is currently only supported for the same instance, and you can choose to overwrite the original
database or generate a duplicate database.
If you choose to generate a duplicate database, note that the disk space after rollback cannot exceed the
disk space available for the instance; otherwise, rollback will fail.
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3. After confirming that the rollback information is correct, click Rollback to start the rollback task.
4. Return to the instance list, and you can see that the instance status changes to Running task. You can view the
rollback progress in the task list in the top-right corner on the details page.
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5. After the rollback task succeeds, you can see the generated database on the Database Management tab.
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Log Management
Querying and Downloading Slow Query Log
：

Last updated 2022-08-04 15:57:42
The slow query log is used to record query statements that take more time than the specified value to execute in SQL
Server. You can find out inefficient query statements to optimize by slow query log. In short, the SQL Server slow
query log is an important feature for troubleshooting SQL statements and checking the current performance of SQL
Server.
This document describes how to query and download slow query logs.

Notes on slow queries in SQL Server
The collection threshold of slow query is 1 second, and SQL executions exceeding 1 second will be recorded as a
slow query log.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select the region at the top, find the target instance, and click the instance ID or Manage in the Operation column
to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select the Slow Log tab to see slow log list.
You can view the following fields: File Name, Start Time of File Generation, End Time of File Generation,
File Size, and Operation (Download).
You can search for slow logs generated in the last 5/15/30 minutes, last 1/3/24 hours, today, last 3 days, or a
custom time range.
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4. Click Download in the Operation column to download slow query log files.
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SSIS
Overview
：

Last updated 2022-08-02 15:50:42

Feature Overview
SSIS, SSAS, and SSRS are three key components for SQL Server to implement business intelligence (BI).
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) provides enterprise-grade data integration and conversion solutions to
extract, transform, and load (ETL) data from various sources.
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) is a data analysis engine used to create cubes (multidimensional data
models).
SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) is a report tool used to create, deploy, and manage mobile and paginated
reports.
TencentDB for SQL Server has released the business intelligence server feature, which provides a complete set of BI
solutions integrating data storage, ETL, and visual analysis and supports SSIS. SSIS can be used to sustain complex
business scenarios, such as merging data from heterogeneous data stores, cleansing and standardizing data,
populating data warehouses and datasets, transforming data for complex business logic, supporting management
features, and automating data loading. It helps meet your diversified needs in various use cases, including BI analysis,
high-value data mining, and primary data management system setup.
SSIS can extract and transform data from various data sources and load the data into one or multiple targets. SSIS
capabilities in Tencent Cloud currently can be used for TencentDB for SQL Server and flat files (with .txt, .csv, .xlsx,
and .xls extensions).
To use the SSIS capabilities in TencentDB for SQL Server, you need to use the SSIS engine in a business
intelligence server to deploy a project first.

Use Cases
Merging data from heterogeneous data stores
Data is usually stored in many different data storage systems, and you often need to extract data from these sources
and merge it into a single consistent dataset. This process faces various problems, including complex and different
traditional systems, data formats, and preprocessing flows.
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SSIS can use .NET and OLE DB access APIs to connect to TencentDB and use an ODBC driver to connect to
multiple legacy databases. It can also connect to flat files and Excel files. In addition, it has some source components
to extract data from different data sources and provides the data transformation feature. After transforming data into
compatible formats, it can further merge data physically into one target database. Then, it can load the data into flat
files and SQL Server databases.

Cleansing and standardizing data
Various data sources use different conventions and standards, and different business processing jobs need to be
executed during data loading. Therefore, whether data is loaded into an online transaction processing (OLTP) or
online analytic processing (OLAP) database, an Excel spreadsheet, or a file, it needs to be cleaned and standardized
before it is loaded.
SSIS includes built-in transformations that you can add to packages to clean and standardize data, change the case
of data, convert data to a different type or format, or create new column values based on expressions. For example, a
package can concatenate first and last name columns into a single full name column, and then change the characters
to uppercase. A package can also clean data by replacing the values in columns with values from a reference table,
using either an exact lookup or fuzzy lookup to locate values in the reference table.

Processing complex business logic during data transformation
A data transformation process requires built-in logic to respond dynamically to the data it accesses and processes.
The data may need to be summarized, converted, and distributed based on data values. The process may even need
to reject data based on an assessment of column values. SSIS offers many types of relevant jobs:
Merging data from multiple data sources.
Evaluating data and applying data conversions.
Splitting a dataset into multiple datasets based on data values.
Applying different aggregations to different subsets of a dataset.
Loading subsets of the data into different or multiple destinations.

Automating administrative features and data loading
SSIS provides components to automate management, such as copying TencentDB for SQL Server databases and
their contained objects, copying TencentDB for SQL Server objects, loading data, and setting the scheduling cycle
and frequency of SSIS tasks.

Benefits to Customer
High-value data mining
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SSIS aggregates discrete and partially structured data in an enterprise at different standards by cleansing and
processing the data. This helps tap into the value of data and form an enterprise-level unified database, which serves
as a high-quality data source for enterprise decision making.

Primary data management system setup
Legacy business systems may have various problems such as complex and different data sources, formats, and
preprocessing flows required for merging. SSIS can extract, transform, load, and merge data from multiple storage
systems into one target database for unified primary business database setup. This not only facilitates internal data
maintenance and management but also reduces the storage and maintenance costs otherwise incurred by many
different databases.

BI analysis
SSIS provides a complete set of BI analysis solutions ranging from data storage and ETL to visual analysis. With
SSIS, you can perform such operations on different data sources at one stop and then easily implement real-time selfservice visual data analysis throughout the entire linkage. SSIS also helps you set up an enterprise data middleend to
guide refined data-driven business operations.

Data integration for internal business systems
SSIS greatly improves your efficiency, accuracy and system performance of data collection and cleansing while
simplifying the entire data aggregation and analysis process. You can configure SSIS to automatically schedule data
ETL jobs, which facilitates data integration with your internal business systems.

Use Limits
Currently, the business intelligence server feature is in beta test and can be used free of charge. During the beta
test, you can purchase only one business intelligence server with the 2-core 4 GB MEM specification in each region
and up to three under each root account. Billing will start in pay-as-you-go mode after the beta test ends.
Currently, three SSIS versions are supported: SQL Server 2016 Integration Services, SQL Server 2017 Integration
Services, and SQL Server 2019 Integration Services.
TencentDB for SQL Server Basic/Dual-Server High Availability/Cluster Edition instances can use SSIS capabilities
through the business intelligence server, while read-only instances cannot.
Currently, the business intelligence server feature is available only in four regions: Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing,
and Hong Kong (China).

Notes
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SSIS capabilities in Tencent Cloud currently can be used for TencentDB for SQL Server and flat files (with .txt,
.csv, .xlsx, and .xls extensions).
The business intelligence server and source/target SQL Server instances must be in the same region. SQL Server
database instances can communicate with business intelligence servers in different AZs in the same region.
One business intelligence server can be connected to an unlimited number of database instances. In other words,
you can connect one business intelligence server to multiple source and target instances to run multiple SSIS
project tasks.
The CPU and memory specifications of a business intelligence server are subject to the complexity of SSIS project
tasks. The disk space is subject to the size of added flat files.
You can get the COS File URL for file upload and deploy the flat file to the business intelligence server only after
uploading the flat file to COS. Note that the access permission of the COS object must be set to public read/private
write. Only flat files in .txt, .csv, .xlsx, or .xls format are supported. The filename must start with a letter and can
contain only digits, letters, underscores, and hyphens.
A domain prefix will be automatically added to Windows authentication accounts of the business intelligence server
created in the console, and you don't need to care about the prefix. For example, if you create an account act1
in the console, the account name displayed in the list will be xx_x_xx_xxxx/act1 .
Source and target database instances and the business intelligence server involved in an SSIS project need to be
interconnected before the project can be deployed. Therefore, all of them need to be added to the same
interworking group, and the interworking IP for business intelligence services needs to be enabled for each of them.
After the database instances and business intelligence server are added to an interworking group, each of them
has two IPs: private IP and interworking IP for business intelligence services, with different purposes. Therefore,
carefully distinguish between them in operation steps.
SSIS projects only support the project deployment mode.
You can use SQL Server Agent to run SSIS program packages.
Do not manually create or restore the SSISDB database; otherwise, SSIS may not run properly.

Directions
Prerequisites
Prepare a built SSIS project file with the .ispac extension.
1. Purchase a business intelligence server.
TencentDB for SQL Server uses SSIS capabilities, which require project deployment through the SSIS engine in a
business intelligence server. If you are using SSIS for the first time, you need to purchase a business intelligence
server. If the source and target TencentDB for SQL Server instances in your SSIS project already have a business
intelligence server in the same region, skip this step and proceed to step 2.
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2. Create a Windows authentication account.
You need to create a Windows authentication account for the business intelligence server for login and SSIS project
deployment.

：

Note

Accounts created on the business intelligence server all have Windows authentication permissions. Business
intelligence servers can use only this type of accounts, and account permissions cannot be modified.

3. Add a flat file.
Before deploying an SSIS project, you need to check whether the project involves flat files, and if so, you need to add
the flat files to the business intelligence server first. If the source and target instances in the project don't involve flat
files, skip this step and proceed to step 4.
4. Interconnect the source and target instances and business intelligence server.
Before deploying an SSIS project, you need to interconnect the source and target database instances and business
intelligence server involved in the project. The interworking group management feature is used to sustain
interconnection between instances. Therefore, in the same account and region, all database instances and the
business intelligence server in the SSIS project need to be added to the same interworking group, and the
interworking IP for business intelligence services needs to be enabled for each of them before they can access each
other.
5. Deploy an SSIS project.
Before deploying an SSIS project, you need to connect to the business intelligence server as follows:
5.1 Create a Windows authentication account with the same account name and password as that on the business
intelligence server in a Windows CVM instance.
5.2 Use the Windows authentication account created in step 5.1 to log in to the Windows CVM instance.
5.3 Use the Windows authentication account to log in to the business intelligence server.
5.4 Deploy an SSIS project.
5.5 Configure the SSIS service, including connection configurations for flat files and the source and target TencentDB
for SQL Server instances.
5.6 Run the SSIS service and execute the package.
5.7 Configure an agent job by creating job steps and schedule.

SSIS Operations
Feature
Page

Feature

Operation Guide and Directions
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Feature
Page

Feature

Operation Guide and Directions

Purchasing
business

For detailed directions on how to create/purchase a business intelligence

intelligence

server, see Purchasing Business Intelligence Server.

server
Renaming

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL

instance

Server instance. For detailed directions, see Renaming Instance.

Restarting

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL

instance

Server instance. For detailed directions, see Restarting Instance.

Terminating

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL

instance

Server instance. For detailed directions, see Terminating Instance.

Instance List

Recycle bin

After a business intelligence server is terminated or deleted by mistake,
the operations that can be performed in the recycle bin are the same as
those for a TencentDB for SQL Server instance. For detailed directions,
see Recycle Bin.

Editing tag
Instance
Management

Setting instance
remarks
Changing
network

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL
Server instance. For detailed directions, see Setting Instance Tag.
The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL
Server instance. For detailed directions, see Setting Instance Remarks.
The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL
Server instance. For detailed directions, see Changing Network (from
VPC to VPC).

Modifying project

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL
Server instance. For detailed directions, see Setting Instance Project.

Setting instance

The operation steps are the same as those for a TencentDB for SQL

maintenance

Server instance. For detailed directions, see Setting Instance

information

Maintenance Information.

View monitoring

The monitoring metrics of a business intelligence server and a
TencentDB for SQL Server instance are not completely the same.

chart

Specific monitoring metrics are as displayed on the actual monitoring
page. For detailed directions, see Viewing Monitoring Charts.

Configuring

A business intelligence server also needs to be configured with a security

security group

group. For detailed directions, see Configuring Security Group.
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Feature
Page

Feature

Operation Guide and Directions

Managing

For detailed directions on how to create and delete accounts, see

account

Creating Windows Authentication Account.

Managing SSIS

Interworking
Group
Management

For detailed directions on how to manage SSIS and add flat files, see
Adding Flat File.

Interconnecting
source/target

For detailed directions on how to enable the interworking IP for business

instances and

intelligence services and add instances to an interworking group, see

business

Interconnecting Source/Target Instances and Business Intelligence

intelligence
server

Server.
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Purchasing Business Intelligence Server
：

Last updated 2022-07-28 17:52:54
SSIS is an important component for SQL Server to implement BI. It provides enterprise-grade data integration and
conversion solutions to extract, transform, and load (ETL) data from various sources.
This document describes how to purchase a business intelligence server in the console before you can use the SSIS
feature.

Billing
Currently, the business intelligence server feature is in beta test and can be used free of charge. During the beta test,
you can purchase only one business intelligence server with the 2-core 4 GB MEM specification in each region and up
to three under each root account. Billing will start in pay-as-you-go mode after the beta test ends.

Creating a Business Intelligence Server
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. On the instance list page, click Create Business Intelligence Server.

3. On the business intelligence server purchase page, complete the following configuration item, carefully read and
indicate your content to the Terms of Service, and click Buy Now.
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Billing Mode: Pay-as-you-go mode is used by default.
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Region: Tencent Cloud products in different regions can't communicate with each other through private network.
Thus, we recommend you select the business intelligence server in the same region as your SQL Server database.
For example, the business intelligence server in Beijing only supports SQL Server in Beijing.
AZ: You can select Randomly Assign or manually select one.
Randomly Assign: Randomly Assign is selected by default. The system will select an AZ automatically. AZs in
the same region are connected through low-latency private network linkages. We recommend you select
Randomly Assign.
Manual selection: You can deselect Randomly Assign and manually select an AZ supported in the region.

：

Note

SQL Server database instances can communicate with business intelligence servers in different AZs in
the same region.

Network: You can select a VPC containing the subnet and subnet IP. If the existing VPCs and subnets can't meet
your requirements, you can create VPCs or create subnets.
Intelligence Engine: Currently, you can select only the SSIS intelligence engine. SSAS and SSRS intelligence
engines will be available in the future.
Version: Currently, three SSIS versions are supported: SQL Server 2016 Integration Services, SQL Server 2017
Integration Services, and SQL Server 2019 Integration Services.
Disk Type: High-performance cloud disk is used by default.
Specification: Currently, only the 2-core 4GB MEM specification is supported. The specification is subject to the
project complexity in the SSIS package.
Disk: Currently, you can select a storage space between 20 and 200 GB. The disk size is subject to the size of flat
files to be added.
Maintenance Window and Maintenance Time: To ensure the stability of the business intelligence server, the
backend system performs maintenance operations on the instance during the maintenance window from time to
time. We recommend you set an acceptable maintenance time for your business instance, usually during off-peak
hours, so as to minimize the potential impact on your business. You can manually set the maintenance date and
maintenance duration.
Project List: You can assign the instance to different projects for management.
Security Group: It serves as a stateful virtual firewall with filtering feature for configuring network access control for
one or more TencentDB instances. It is an important network security isolation tool provided by Tencent Cloud. You
can select a security group for the business intelligence server.
Tag: You can set tags for the business intelligence server to categorize and manage resources more easily.
Terms of Service: Read and indicate your consent to the Terms of Service.
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4. Return to the instance list after purchase. When the status of the purchased business intelligence server becomes
Running, the instance is purchased successfully.

Viewing the Purchased Business Intelligence Server
After purchasing the business intelligence server successfully, you can view its information in the instance list in the
TencentDB for SQL Server console.

Instance ID/Name: It must start with mssqlbi , such as mssqlbi-xxxxxxx . When you hover over the

instance ID, the quick copy button

will be displayed. You can modify the instance name, which can contain up to

60 letters, digits, or underscores.
Status: Status of the business intelligence server, which can be filtered.
Project: Project of the business intelligence server, which can be copied and filtered.
Version: Version of the business intelligence server, which can be filtered.
Configuration: Configuration information of the business intelligence server.
Network: Network of the business intelligence server.
AZ: AZ of the business intelligence server, which can be filtered.
Private Network Address: Private IP and port number of the business intelligence server.
Billing Mode: Billing mode of the business intelligence server.
Tag: Tag keys and values of the business intelligence server.
Operation: Operations that can be performed on the business intelligence server, including Manage, Terminate,
and Edit Tag.
You can perform the following operations on the purchased business intelligence server (i.e., SSIS instance) in the
instance list:
Feature

Operation

Modify instance

You can rename a purchased SSIS instance in the console as instructed in Renaming

name

Instance.

Restart instance

You can restart a purchased SSIS instance in the console as instructed in Restarting
Instance.
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Feature
Terminate instance

Edit tag

Operation
You can terminate a purchased SSIS instance in the console as instructed in Terminating
Instance.
You can modify the tags of a purchased SSIS instance as instructed in Setting Instance
Tag.
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Creating Windows Authentication Account
：

Last updated 2022-07-28 17:52:54
This document describes how to create a Windows authentication account for a business intelligence server, reset the
account password, and delete the account in the console.

Creating an Account
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, find the target business intelligence server and click its ID or Manage in the Operation column
to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select Account Management and click Create Account.
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4. On the Create Account page, set configuration items and click OK.

Account Name: It can contain 1–50 letters, digits, or underscores and must start with a letter.
New Password: It must contain 8–32 characters in at least three of the following four types: uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, digits, and special symbols _+-&=!@$#%^*()[] . It cannot contain two or more consecutive
characters of the account name.
Confirm Password: Enter the password again.
Remarks: You can enter up to 256 characters.

：

Note

Business intelligence servers accounts created in the console all have Windows authentication permissions.
Business intelligence servers can use only this type of accounts, and account permissions cannot be
modified.

5. After successful creation, you can view the information of the new account on the Account Management tab,
including account name, status, account creation time, account update time, password update time, and remarks.
You can also perform operations on it, including Reset Password and Delete Account.

：

Note
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A domain prefix will be automatically added to business intelligence server accounts created in the console,
and you don't need to care about the prefix. For example, if you create an account act1 in the console,
the account name displayed in the list will be xx_x_xx_xxxx/act1 .

Resetting a Password
If you forgot the password of a created business intelligence server account, or you need to reset the password, you
can reset the password of one or multiple accounts on the Account Management tab.
Reset the password of a single account:
Find the target account in the account list, click Reset Password in the Operation column, enter and confirm the
new password, and click OK.
Reset the password of multiple accounts:
Select target accounts in the account list, select Batch Management > Batch Reset Passwords above the list,
enter and confirm the new password, and click OK.

：

Note

Batch password resetting resets the password of all selected accounts to the same password. To set
different passwords for different accounts, you need to reset the password of each account.

Deleting an Account
You can delete one or multiple accounts on the Account Management tab.
Delete a single account:
Find the target account in the account list, click Delete Account in the Operation column, and click Delete in the
pop-up window.
Batch delete accounts
Select target accounts in the account list, select Batch Management > Batch Delete above the list, and click OK
in the pop-up window.
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：

Note

When you delete an account, to prevent deletion failures, the system will close all connections of the account
first.
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Adding Flat File
：

Last updated 2022-07-28 17:52:55
Generally, data is stored in many different data storage systems, and you need to extract data from these data
sources, transform it, and load it into one or multiple objects. The SSIS feature of TencentDB for SQL Server supports
flat files. If your SSIS project involves a flat file, you need to deploy it to a business intelligence server first before
deploying the project.

：

Note

If your SSIS project doesn't involve flat files, you can skip this step.

This document describes how to use the SSIS management feature to add and deploy a flat file for easier data use
and management.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. In the instance list, find the target business intelligence server and click its ID or Manage in the Operation column
to enter the instance management page.

3. On the instance management page, select SSIS Management > Add File.
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4. In the Add File window, paste the COS File URL and click OK.

：

Note

You can get the COS File URL for file upload and deploy the flat file to the business intelligence server
only after uploading the flat file to COS.
You can use COS as instructed in Downloading Objects. The COS File URL can be obtained during file
download. Note that the access permission of the COS object must be set to public read/private write;
otherwise, the flat file will fail to be deployed.
Only flat files in .txt, .csv, .xlsx, or .xls format are supported. The filename must start with a letter and can
contain only digits, letters, underscores, and hyphens.

5. After adding the flat file successfully, you can query the file information in the list, including the file name, file size,
file path, and status. You can also perform operations (Delete and Copy MD5) on the file.
File Name: Name of the flat file.
File Size: Size of the flat file. A flat file uses the disk space of the business intelligence server.
File Path: Path of the flat file , which is fixed at D:\SSIS\flat file name and is required during SSIS
project deployment.
Status: Deployment status of the flat file, including Deployment successful, Deploying, and Deployment
failed. If the status is Deployment successful, the flat file has been deployed to the business intelligence server
successfully, and then you can deploy SSIS projects containing the file. If the status is Deployment failed, check
whether the access permission of the COS object is set to public read/private write.
Operation (Delete): You can delete the flat file uploaded to the business intelligence server.
Operation (Copy MD5): You can verify whether the flat file uploaded to the business intelligence server has the
same content as the local flat file. To do so, click Copy MD5 to get the file's MD5 value and compare it with that of
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the local file.
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Interconnecting Source/Target Instances and
Business Intelligence Server
：

Last updated 2022-07-28 17:52:55
Before using the SSIS feature, you need to interconnect the source instance, target instance, and business
intelligence server.
The interworking group management feature is used to sustain interconnection between instances. Therefore, in the
same account and region, all database instances and the business intelligence server in an SSIS project need to be
added to the same interworking group, and the interworking IP for business intelligence services needs to be enabled
for each of them before they can access each other.
This document describes how to add/manage instances in a interworking group.

Adding an Instance to an Interworking Group
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select Interworking Group Management on the left sidebar, select a region at the top of the page, and click Add
Instance.
3. In the Add Instance window, select the target database instances and business intelligence server, enable
interworking IP for business intelligence services for each of them by toggling on the switch, and click Next.
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4. Confirm the information of the configured instances and click OK to add them to the interworking group.

5. Return to the Interworking Group Management page. After the status of the instances just added to the
interworking group becomes Added to interworking group, the instances are successfully added.
After adding instances successfully, you can view the following information in the instance list on the Interworking
Group Management page.

Instance ID/Name: ID/name of the instance. You can rename the instance here.
Status: You can filter instances by interworking status, including Enabling interworking IP, Enabled
interworking IP, Added to interworking group, Reclaiming interworking IP, and Reclaimed interworking
IP.
Version: Instance version information, which can be filtered.
Interworking IP for Business Intelligence Services: The interworking IP for business intelligence services is
displayed here.
AZ: AZs in the current region, which can be filtered.
Private Network Address: Private network address of the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
Operation (Remove): You can remove an instance from the interworking group. Once removed, the instance cannot
interconnect with other instances in the group.

Removing an Instance from an Interworking Group
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console.
2. Select Interworking Group Management on the left sidebar and select a region at the top of the page.
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3. On the Interworking Group Management page, select the target instance in the instance list and click Remove
in the Operation column.
4. In the pop-up window, confirm the selected instance and click OK.

5. After removing the instance, click OK in the pop-up window, and the removed instance will no longer be displayed
in the instance list.

：

Note

Once removed, the instance cannot interconnect with other instances in the group.
To make the instance interconnect with other instances in the group, add it back to the group.
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Data Migration
Cold Backup Migration
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12
This document describes how to migrate data from SQL Server databases in other cloud vendors and self-built SQL
Server databases to TencentDB for SQL Server in the TencentDB for SQL Server Console.

Overview
Cold backup migration restores data from .bak files, which is applicable to data migration from SQL Server databases
in other cloud vendors and self-built SQL Server databases to TencentDB for SQL Server, and backup can be
performed when the system is shut down.
TencentDB for SQL Server supports migrating data to TencentDB for SQL Server via COS files or locally uploaded
files.

Notes
Before migration, make sure that the SQL Server version of the target instance is not lower than that of the source
instance.
The name of the migrated database can’t be the same as that of the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
If you choose to restore data by COS files, you need to store backup files to COS. See Uploading backup file to
COS
Full backups + log files restoration: The target instance and source instance don’t have to be on the same version,
as long as the instance version is high.
Full backups + differential backups restoration: The target instance and the source instance must be on the same
version.

Directions
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server console, click an instance ID in the instance list to enter the instance
management page.
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2. On the instance management page, select the Backup and Restoration and click Create.

3. On the Backup Restoration Settings page, configure backup recovery task, and click Create Task.
Backup upload method: Local upload and download from COS.
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Restoration mode: Full backup file, full backups + logs, full backups + differential backups.

4. On the Upload Backup File page, upload backup files, and click Save.
-. Restoration mode : When you select full backup file + logs or full backups + differential backups, there will be
requirements for file names. You can click Get Backup Command to generate the corresponding backup command
to generate the backup files that conforms to the file naming conventions.
- Full backup file restoration: No requirements for backup file name.
- Full backup file + differential backup restoration:
- Requirements for full backup file name: dbname_localtime_1full1_1noreconvery1.bak
- Requirements for incremental backup file name: dbname_localtime_1diff1_1noreconvery1.bak
- Requirements for the name of the last incremental backup file: dbname_localtime_1diff1_1reconvery1.bak
- Full backups + logs restoration
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- Requirements for full backup file name: dbname_localtime_2full2_2noreconvery2.bak
- Requirements for log name: dbname_localtime_2log2_2noreconvery2.bak
- Requirements for the name of the last log: dbname_localtime_2log2_2reconvery2.bak
Download Settings: Support auto-restoration upon upload completion, and starting restoration manually.
Auto-restoration upon upload completion: The restoration task will be started immediately after you click Save.
Start restoration manually: click Save, manually start the task on Backup and Restoration page, and the
uploaded backup files are only saved for 24 hours.

5. On the Backup and Restoration page, you can view backup restoration task.
Full backup file restoration: The restoration task will automatically end after it starts.
Full backups + differential backups and full backup file + logs: After full backup restoration is completed, uploading
differential backups/logs in the form of subtasks will be supported. When the last file is uploaded successfully, the
entire backup restoration task will automatically end.
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Migrating Data with DTS
：

Last updated 2022-12-02 12:04:26
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from SQL Server to
TencentDB for SQL Server.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
Full migration is implemented with tables locked, during which write operations will be blocked for seconds.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for SQL Server instance. For more information, see Creating TencentDB for SQL
Server Instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Preparations Overview.
The service where the source database is located must open the file sharing port 445.
The source database must be set to "full recovery mode", and we recommend you make a full backup before
migration.
The local disk space of the source database must be large enough, so that the remaining free space can fit the size
of the database to be migrated.
If the source instance is not a TencentDB for SQL Server or TencentDB for SQL Server Basic Edition instance
(such as a public network/CVM-based self-built instance or instance on another cloud), an account with the
sysadmin permission needs to be used in the target database for migration, and the xp_cmdshell stored
procedure must be able to run. If the source instance is a TencentDB for SQL Server High-Availability Edition or
Cluster Edition instance, there is no permission restriction on the target database account.
You need to change to the built-in account "Local System" for SQL service startup in the source database. The
source database account is unrestricted but needs to have the sysadmin permissions.
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The SQL service of the source database is running, and the login identity's built-in account in the startup
configuration needs to be changed to Local System.
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：

Note

The SQL Server service needs to be restarted after the account is changed.

Application restrictions
Only one migration task can be initiated at any time for the same source instance.
Currently, cross-region migration is supported between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong (China) but not
between other regions.
Only database-level migration is supported (i.e., all objects in the database must be migrated together), while
single-table migration is not supported.
Logins, job agents, triggers, and database links (link server) at the instance level cannot be migrated.

Operation restrictions
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and target
databases and port numbers during migration; otherwise, the migration task will fail.
Do not perform transaction log backup during incremental sync; otherwise, the transaction log will be truncated and
become discontinuous.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target instances will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
For full + incremental data migration, after you click Complete and the task status becomes Completed, do not
write new data to the source database. We recommend you stop writing for at least two minutes; otherwise, the
data in the source and target databases may be inconsistent.

Supported SQL operations
Operation
Type
DML

Supported SQL Operations
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE
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Operation
Type

Supported SQL Operations
TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE
VIEW: CREATE VIEW, ALTER VIEW, and DROP VIEW

DDL

INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Database Connection Check; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem
according to the error message.

Type
Source
database
requirements

Environment Requirements
The service where the source instance resides must open the file sharing port 445.
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound bandwidth;
otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Only migration from Basic Edition to High Availability Edition (including Dual-Server High
Availability Edition and Cluster Edition) is supported, and the version number of the target

Target
database
requirements

instance must be later than that of the source database.
The target database cannot have the same name as the source database.
The disk space of the target database must be at least 1.5 times the size of the source
database.
The target database cannot have access requests or active businesses; otherwise,
migration will fail.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
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2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item
Source
Instance
Type
Source
Instance
Region
Target
Instance
Type
Target
Instance

Description

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this scenario,
select SQL Server.

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a region
nearest to it.

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this scenario,
select SQL Server.

Select the target database region.

Region
Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions. For the
performance and billing details of different specification, see Billing Overview.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type
Task
Configuration

Configuration
Item
Task Name

Description
Set a task name that is easy to identify.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the

Running Mode

task verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time
and the task will be started automatically then.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description
Tags are used to manage resources by category in different

Tag

dimensions. If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to
the console to create more.

Source Database
Type
Region

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, Database is
selected as an example. For the preparations for different access
types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with

Source

Access Type

VPCs through Direct Connect.

Database

VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with

Settings

VPCs through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through CCN.
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network
generally or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on
your actual network conditions.
Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the source database.

Account

Account of the source SQL Server database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the source SQL Server database.

Target

Target Database

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be

Database

Type

changed.

Settings
Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Access Type
Database
Instance
Account
Password

Description
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select
Database.
Select the instance ID of the target database.
Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.
Password of the target database.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.
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Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will only be
existing content of the source database when the task is initiated but not include the
incremental data written to the source database after the task is initiated.

Migration

Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing content of the

Type

source database when the task is initiated as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is initiated. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this option.

Specified
objects

Only database-level migration is supported; that is, all objects in the specified database must
be migrated together. Select the database to be migrated in Source Database Object and
move it to the Selected Object box.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification failed, fix the problem as instructed in Database Connection Check and initiate the verification task
again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. Before continuing the task, you need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the
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problem as prompted.

6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Preparing status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
After the migration stage status becomes Prepared, stop writing data to the source database for a few
minutes and then manually complete incremental sync.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Data Migration (Legacy)
Migrating Data from CVM-based SQL Server
Instance
：

Last updated 2022-04-19 09:58:25

Operation Scenarios
TencentDB for SQL Server supports migrating data from a CVM-based self-created SQL Server database to a
TencentDB for SQL Server instance. This document describes how to configure and run such a migration task.

：

Note

Before migration, please make sure that the SQL Server version of the target instance is not below that of
the source instance.
Support the upload of single bak file and tar compressed file for recovery.
The name of the migrated database cannot be the same as that of the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.

Directions
Step 1. Create a migration task
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console and select Data Migration (Legacy) on the left sidebar.
2. Click Create Task, enter the task name, source database information, and target database information, and select
CVM-based self-created SQL Server database as the source instance type.
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3. After clicking Next, you need to configure the source SQL Server instance first and then configure the migration
task.

：

Note

If the error message "Source instance info checking failed!" is displayed, please check the following items
for troubleshooting:
Whether the sa account of the source SQL Server instance exists.
Whether the sa account password of the source SQL Server instance is correct.
Whether the IP and port connectivity of the source SQL Server instance work properly.

Step 2. Configure the source SQL Server instance
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1. Enable the sa account for the source SQL Server instance.
2. Select Allow remote connections to this server in Connections and set a reasonable remote query timeout
period.
3. Select SQL Server and Windows authentication mode in Security.
4. Enable TCP/IP.
5. Enable the built-in account and select localsystem.
6. Allow SQL Server port communication and open port 445 (for the basic network) or 49001 (for a VPC) in Windows
Firewall.
7. (Optional) If VPC is selected as the CVM Network, you need to configure the freeSSHd tool.
8. Download and install freeSSHd with the default options and agree to start the freeSSHd service.
9. Double-click the freeSSHd icon on the desktop. Then, right-click the freeSSHd icon in the taskbar to open the
Settings page for configuration.
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0. Select the SSH tab and set the port to 49001 (the default port here is 22, which should be changed to 49001).

1. Select the Server status tab and start the SSH server.
2. Select the Authentication tab and select Allowed for password authentication.
3. Select the Users tab and enter the user tencent_vpc_migrate (this username cannot be changed) and the
password tencent_vpc_migrate (this password cannot be changed) as shown below:
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4. Use D:\dbbackup\ (this path cannot be changed) as the backup folder used during SQL Server migration.
Select the SFTP tab and configure this path as the "SFTP home path".

Step 3. Configure the migration task
Select the migration type, set the database (by selecting the databases/tables to be migrated), and click Save and
Verify. If the verification fails, you can troubleshoot as prompted.

Step 4. Start the migration task
After the task is created, return to the task list. At this point, the task status is Initializing. Select the task and click
Start to sync the task.

Step 5. Complete the migration task
After the data synchronization is completed (i.e., the progress bar shows 100%), you need to click Complete to end
the synchronization process. If you selected Incremental Synchronization when configuring the migration task, you
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need to click Complete when the progress bar shows 99%. You can check whether the migration is successful on the
Status.
If the task status is *task successful, the data migration is successful.
If the status is *task failed, the data migration failed. Please check the failure information, fix it accordingly, and then
migrate again.
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Migrating Data from SQL Server Instance
Purchased at Other Cloud Service Provider or
Built In-house
Same-Version Migration
：

Last updated 2022-06-06 11:17:12

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports data migration using COS files. The migration method described in this
document is also applicable to migration from a SQL Server instance purchased at other cloud service provider or
built in-house to a TencentDB for SQL Server instance on the same version.

：

Note

Before migration, make sure that the SQL Server version of the target instance is the same as that of the
source instance.
For the bak files used for migration, make sure that each bak file contains only one database.
The name of the migrated database can’t be the same as that of the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.

Full Backup Migration
Preparing a Backup File
There are two ways to prepare a full backup file:
Full Backup After Shutdown
You shut down your SQL Server instance purchased at other cloud service provider or your self-built server, back
up the entire database, and then export the backup file (which must be in .bak format). The server should be
shut down until the migration is completed.
If you choose full backup migration after shutdown, you do not need to perform incremental backup migration
separately.
Full Backup Without Shutdown
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：

Note

The backup file name can’t be customized and must follow the naming convention in the script.
After full backup is performed, you need to perform incremental backup restoration until the data on the
source instance is the same as that on the target instance.
If the filename contains 1full1, it is full backup.
In the incremental restoration scenario, after backup upload and data migration are completed, the database
will be in "Restoring" status before the last incremental backup and restoration is performed. At this time, the
database can’t be accessed, which is normal. You need to perform the last incremental backup and
restoration to make the database accessible.

You do not need to shut down your SQL Server instance purchased at another cloud service provider or your self-built
server. Perform backup of the database and export the backup file.
---If incremental restoration is not required:
backup database db to disk='d:\db.bak' with init
---If incremental restoration is required:
declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(max)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',''
),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP DATABASE [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname +
'_' + @localtime + '_1full1_1noreconvery1.bak'' WITH INIT'
exec(@str)
go

Uploading the Backup File to COS
1. Log in to the COS console.
2. Select Bucket List on the left sidebar, and click Create Bucket
3. In the pop-up dialog box, configure corresponding information, and clickOK.
The region of the bucket needs to be the same as that of the SQL Server instance to migrate to.
Cross-region migration with COS is not supported.
4. Return to the bucket list and click the bucket name or Configuration Management in the "Operation" column.
5. In File List, click Upload Files, and you can select one or multiple local files to upload.
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6. After the file is uploaded, click the bucket name and obtain the Object Address from the basic information in the
basic configuration section.

[Migrating Data Via COS File] (id:qianyi_shuju)
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console
2. Select Data Migration (Legacy) in the left sidebar, and clickCreate Task to create new offline migration task.
Task Name: Custom.
Source Instance Type: Select SQL Server backup recovery (COS mode).
Region: The region of the source database must be the same as that of the source file in COS.
COS File URL: You can view the file information to get the COS object address after uploading the source file to
COS.
Target Database Type and Region: They are automatically generated by the system based on the source database
configuration.
Instance ID: Select the target instances that are located in the same region.
Rename Database: Select “Enable or not.”, and you need to enter database name.

：

Note

Once enabled, the original database name in the backup file will be reset and then designated as the new
database name after it is restored to the cloud database. (Prerequisite: Only one database can be included
in the backed up bak file)
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3. After completing the configuration, click Next.
4. Currently, type and database settings can be changed. Click Create Task.
5. Return to task list, and the task status is Initializing. Click Start above the list to sync the task.
6. After the data sync is completed (i.e., the progress bar shows 100%), you need to click Complete at the top of the
list to end the sync process. You can check whether the migration is successful on the Status column.
If the task status is *Task succeeded, the data migration is successful.
If the status is *Task failed, the data migration failed. You need to check the failure information, fix it accordingly,
and then migrate again.

Incremental Backup Migration
Preparing a Backup File

：

Note

The backup file name cannot be customized and must follow the naming convention in the script.
If the filename contains 1diff1, it is incremental backup.
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(Optional) When there are multiple incremental backup files, all of them except the last one can be generated in the
following way. They should be uploaded for data migration in sequence; otherwise, the migration will fail.

：

Note

After "backup generation, backup upload, and data migration" are completed, the database will be in
"restoring" status. At this time, it can’t be accessed, which is normal. You can repeat this operation until the
last backup upload and migration, and then perform the next step (i.e., "last incremental backup after server
shutdown").

declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(max)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',
''),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP DATABASE [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname +
'_' + @localtime + '_1diff1_1noreconvery1.bak'' WITH DIFFERENTIAL, NOFORMAT, IN
IT'
exec(@str)
go

If the server is shut down, you need to perform an incremental backup, export the backup files, perform subsequent
file upload and data migration.

：

Note

Only after this operation is performed can the database be accessed normally.

declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(max)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',
''),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP DATABASE [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname +
'_' + @localtime + '_1diff1_1reconvery1.bak'' WITH DIFFERENTIAL, NOFORMAT, INI
T'
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exec(@str)
go

Uploading Backup File and Migrating Data
1. After preparing the backup file, perform subsequent file upload and data migration as instructed in Uploading
Backup File to COS and Migrating Data Through a Source File in COS.
2. After importing the final incremental backup file (i.e., the .bak file containing _1diff1_1reconvery1 ), the
status of target instance status will change from read-only to usable, and you can switch your business to the
TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
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Cross-version Migration
：

Last updated 2022-04-18 17:32:09

Overview
TencentDB for SQL Server supports data migration by using COS files. The migration method described in this
document is also applicable to migration from an SQL Server instance purchased at another cloud service provider or
self-created instance to a TencentDB for SQL Server instance on different versions.

：

Note

Before migration, please make sure that the SQL Server version of the target instance is higher than that of
the source instance.
For the .bak files used for migration, please make sure that each .bak file contains only one database.
The name of the migrated database cannot be the same as that of the TencentDB for SQL Server instance.

Full Backup Migration
Preparing backup file
There are two ways to prepare a full backup file:
Full backup after shutdown
You shut down your SQL Server instance purchased at another cloud service provider or self-created instance,
back up the entire database, and then export the backup file (which must be in .bak format). The server should
be shut down until the migration is completed.
If you choose full backup migration after shutdown, you do not need to perform incremental backup migration
separately.
Full backup without shutdown

：

Note

Stop your own data backup and log backup jobs until the migration (full and incremental) is completed.
The backup file name cannot be customized and must follow the naming convention in the script.
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After full backup is performed, you need to perform incremental backup restoration until the data on the
source instance is the same as that on the target instance.
If the filename contains 2full2 , it is full backup.
In the incremental restoration scenario, after backup upload and data migration are completed, the database
will be in "restoring" status before the last incremental backup and restoration is performed. At this time, the
database cannot be accessed, which is normal. You need to perform the last incremental backup and
restoration to make the database accessible.

You do not need to shut down your SQL Server instance purchased at another cloud service provider or self-created
instance. Perform full backup of the database and export the backup file.
declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(8000)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',''
),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP DATABASE [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname +
'_' + @localtime + '_2full2_2noreconvery2.bak'' WITH INIT'
exec(@str)
go

Uploading backup file to COS
1. Log in to the COS Console.
2. Select Bucket List on the left sidebar and click Create Bucket.
3. In the creation page that pops up, enter the relevant information and click OK.
The region of the bucket needs to be the same as that of the SQL Server instance to migrate to.
Cross-region migration with COS is not supported.
4. Return to the bucket list and click the bucket name or Configuration Management in the "Operation" column.
5. Select the File List page, click Upload Files, and select one or more files for upload.
6. After the file is uploaded, click the bucket name and get the object address from the basic information in the basic
configuration section.
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Migrating data through source file in COS
1. Log in to the TencentDB for SQL Server Console.
2. Select *Data Migration (Legacy)** on the left sidebar and click Create Task to create an offline migration task.
Task Name: custom.
Source Instance Type: select SQL Server backup recovery (COS mode).
Region: the region of the source database must be the same as that of the source file in COS.
Link to Source File in COS: you can view the file information to get the COS object address after uploading the
source file.
Target Database Type and Region: they are automatically generated by the system based on the source database
configuration.
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Instance ID: select the target instance. You can only select an instance in the same region.

3. After completing the configuration, click Next.
4. Currently, type and database settings can be changed. Click Create Task.
5. Return to the task list. At this time, the task status is initializing. Select the task at the top of the list and click Start
to sync the task.
6. After the data sync is completed (i.e., the progress bar shows 100%), you need to click Complete at the top of the
list to end the sync process. You can check whether the migration is successful based on the status.
If the task status is *task successful, the data migration is successful.
If the status is *task failed, the data migration failed. Please check the failure information, fix it accordingly, and then
migrate again.
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Incremental Backup Migration
Preparing backup file

：

Note

The backup file name cannot be customized and must follow the naming convention in the script.
If the filename contains 2log2 , it is incremental backup.

(Optional) When there are multiple incremental backup files, all of them except the last one can be generated in the
following way. They should be uploaded for data migration in sequence; otherwise, the migration will fail.

：

Note

After "backup generation, backup upload, and data migration" are completed, the database will be in
"restoring" status. At this time, it cannot be accessed, which is normal. You can repeat this operation until
the last backup upload and migration, and then perform the next step (i.e., "last incremental backup after
server shutdown").

declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(8000)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',
''),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP LOG [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname + '_'
+ @localtime + '_2log2_2noreconvery2.bak'' WITH FORMAT, INIT'
exec(@str)
go

Shut down the server, perform incremental backup, export the backup file, upload it, and then migrate the data.

：

Note

Only after this operation is performed can the database be accessed normally.
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declare @dbname varchar(100)
declare @localtime varchar(20)
declare @str varchar(8000)
set @dbname='db'
set @localtime =replace(replace(replace(CONVERT(varchar, getdate(), 120 ),'-',
''),' ',''),':','')
set @str='BACKUP LOG [' + @dbname + '] TO DISK = N''d:\dbbak\' + @dbname + '_'
+ @localtime + '_2log2_2reconvery2.bak'' WITH FORMAT, INIT'
exec(@str)
go

Uploading backup file and migrating data
1. After preparing the backup file, perform subsequent file upload and data migration as instructed in Uploading
Backup File to COS and Migrating Data Through a Source File in COS.
2. After the final incremental backup file (i.e., the .bak file containing _2log2_2reconvery2 ) is imported, the
status of the target instance will change from read-only to usable, and you can switch your business to the
TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
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